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‘The world needs your influence, are you ready to step up?’
The Influence Expert
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Testimonials about Alex Swallow,
The Influence Expert



Rachel Eden
"Alex is passionate about helping people grow their influence. He has a social
mission that shines through everything he does and his tips about growing
your influence are helpful: both grounded in reality and inspiring"


Kirsten Hogg
“I approached Alex looking for help with my personal brand while I was
looking for a new job. He gave me practical suggestions which I could
implement straight away, mixed with some very positive comments which built
my confidence and encouraged me to continue working on my personal brand
across social media in particular. I found him very easy to work with, and
really benefit from continued support through his regular emails and videos.”

Ryan Prior
‘Alex is a real professional with a broad range of experiences. He provided me
with actionable steps I could take to improve my LinkedIn profile, and expand
the online reach of myself & my business. I can recommend his coaching
services’
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An introduction to my work
Hi, I’m Alex Swallow, The Influence Expert.
I believe that everyone– individuals, companies, charities, institutions- needs to
grow their influence if they are going to have the greatest impact possible on
the things that matter to them.
I’ve grown my career to be a recognized thought leader in some of the things that
matter most to me. I’ve been the Chief Executive of a national charity, founded my
own organisation and interview series with people changing the world- and grown a
large online following that helps me to communicate my message. I’m regularly asked
to speak at national and even international events.
But, it wasn’t always like this. Just a few short years ago, my working life wasn’t
heading in the direction I wanted it to. I knew that I had potential and I had shown it in
flashes, but I didn’t know how to take the steps I needed to really springboard my
career. I wasn’t that far away from ‘giving up’ on the life I was striving for and moving
back to my home city.
Have you ever felt like that? I expect you have, many many people do. Many of those
are so discouraged they stop being the best that they can be and settle for less.
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I persevered, however, and my life turned a corner in so many ways. The more I
studied the more I saw patterns in the things I did and the results I got. I wanted to
share them with other people and my journey has brought me to this website and this
business. As I learned how to use influence effectively, my life improved dramatically.
In this book I want to share some of the lessons I’ve learned with you and take you
on a journey to help you discover what you really want to do with your life and how
you can use influence to get there.
Are you ready to take the first step with me?
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Why you need this book and what it will teach you
“In the age of ideas when the exchange of information is as easy as a click of the
button, anyone can be a leader. In the traditional sense, leadership is dead, and
influence has replaced it.” Jeff Goins

No-one else is going to discover you and grow your influence for you. That is the
stuff of fairy stories or maybe of future supermodels being discovered in the street.
Do you have a message that needs to be shared with the world? I’m counting on the
fact you do!
I’m going to explain to you why influence is now the most important thing you can
work on for your career and your life. I’m going to show you how you too can have
influence. Then, I’m going to give you a comprehensive framework and practical tips
to help set you on the right path…..

Get ready to become an Influencer!
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Why is this book different? Who is it for?

To be clear, this book is only for people with the ambition to really want to make a
contribution to the world. Whatever that contribution is, is up to you. But if you are
willing to put in the work, I will help you.
I have a system that I can’t wait to introduce to you which will help you focus on all the
different areas that you need to grow your influence and to improve over time.
Plus, if you want to engage more deeply with my work, I have a fantastic network of
people with expertise in every area of influence you can imagine. At the same time,
my own studies into the subject continue- I want to learn more and share the results
with you so that you can become an influence expert in your own right.

I knew I wanted more influence. But I didn’t know where to get it. Often by luck rather
than judgement and by trial and error and lots of failing, I hit on some methods that
worked. I began to research, spread my influence, helped others grow their influence
and formalised my approach.
This book will help you to do the same.
The first thing you need to remember is triple I- ‘Influence Is Impact’. The more
influence you can get, the bigger impact you will have.
Of course, influence is not a new idea- humans have been influencing each other
and influencing the world around us as long as we’ve existed. However, the modern
world is changing so fast and the opportunities are so great that the game has
changed- this book brings a lot of modern elements into a coherent whole.
In addition, The LEAPS Model, which I can’t wait to introduce you to, gives you a
structure to growing your influence otherwise there are too many things to
remember.

Applied properly, this book and the ideas flowing from it can change your life.
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Why influence is important
Are there things in your life, or in the world that you wish you could have an impact
on?
How about things like:








getting a promotion at work
feeling that the message you want to share with the world is being heard by
the right people
making a difference to a cause that really matters to you
being respected by your peers
being a thought leader in your field
having the opportunity to make speeches in front of hundreds of people
or many other areas that might be important to you?

I believe that in order to have the best chance of having an impact, you need to grow
your influence.
I call it ‘Triple I’- Influence Is Impact.
If you look around you at powerful people, what they share is influence. Some will
have influence simply because they are rich or because they hold a certain high public
office, but those people are few and far between.
Most influential people are influential because they have built their brand over time,
other people know what they stand for and they pursue their goals with a laser focus.
In the modern world we all have the opportunity- greater than ever before in human
history- to connect with other people and share our message. This is partly because
of the amazing online world. But it is also because of the opportunities we have to
travel, to trade and to learn from people from all the corners of the globe.
In the past, if you wanted to build your influence you had to rely on other people. Want
to be in a paper? Make friends with a journalist. Want to be filmed? Bribe a Hollywood
film Director. Now all those things and more are in your own hands.
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You have an amazing opportunity but the onus is on you to go and take advantage of
it.
This new environment should be a great leveller.

Often it isn’t, because people don’t know how to grow their influence. So, a few people
still get most of the opportunities.
Maybe you know people like that- they are the ones whose opinion people seek, who
get asked to speak at big events and who get to charge the highest prices for their
work because they are so valued as experts.

‘The most hateful human misfortune is for a wise man to have no influence’
Herodotus

Through the work of The Influence Expert, I want to help make sure that you are
included in that group of people who get those opportunities.
Whatever you want to do with your life and whatever direction our world is going to
head in, influence will make the difference to you. For a subject that could change your
life, it is really worthy of your attention and your time.
After all, it affects every aspect of your life. Imagine having a huge amount of influence.
What might your day look like? Who could you meet? Where would you travel? What
amazing experiences would you have?
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“The key to successful leadership is influence, not authority.”
― Kenneth H. Blanchard

Let’s stop for a minute though.
You might be thinking that you don’t have something you really want to make an impact
on. We’ll cover that.
Or, you might be thinking that it seems a self-centred thing to grow your influence.
To you, I say…
Why wouldn’t you be passionate about your chance to change the world?
Why wouldn’t you want to share with people if you are good at something?
Why shouldn’t you be proud of your efforts when you do this successfully?
You would, you would and you should.

However, there are certain circumstances when people who try to influence others
can seem like they are driven by ego. Having confidence in your own talents and a
burning desire to share that talent with others is a good thing if you want to grow
your influence.
However, the problem comes when:


People are ‘all mouth and no trousers’- you don’t need to know everything, but
you need to have some skill or something to share



People try to influence other people just so they can make a fast buck



People think that their greater knowledge of a subject or several subjects
somehow makes them better human beings



People are inauthentic
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Have you come across people like that? Maybe they seem impressive on the surface
but either there is no substance to their bravado or they simply don’t seem to care
about other people very much.
Also, if their luck runs out, they find that they have very few friends on their way back
down from the stratosphere.
As your influence grows, it is important to think carefully about the type of influencer
you want to be. After all, influence can be used for bad reasons as well as good
ones. The most impressive people, in my view, are those who are able to do
amazing things and inspire countless people while never forgetting to be kind to
others- or forgetting that their own success depends on other people supporting
them.
Influence should never be about getting a massive ego, it should be about sharing
your unique gifts with the world while having an amazing time along the way.

The enhanced ability of ordinary people to influence others is going to change our
world completely- and I believe for the better. I would go so far as to call the time we
are living in:

‘The Influence Century’.

I believe it is going to be an amazingly exciting but also unsettling time and that you
are either going to be driving the change or left behind in a cloud of dust.

By reading this book I think it is safe to assume that you are more interested in being
a driver.

Remember, Influence Is Impact- Triple I.

You need to find the way to influence that you are best at- but whatever your
particular skills there are a lot of constants that will help everyone who wants to build
their influence.
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What are the big things you want to change about the world? Influence is your ticket
to cause change. Are you ready to step up?
If you are, you need to take the decision to show up and to stand tall. If we have
something we want to achieve, we can’t just leave it to others to influence and to
lead. They may not make the difference we know is needed. They may not have the
ethics that we do. They may not be able to get to the community of people that we
know we can get to.
You have an opportunity, you need courage and strength to put forward your beliefs
and make a difference.
I believe you have it in you. Do you?

To give you the example of the sector in which I successfully grew my influence- the
charity sector, here are some quotes about me. Remember, that shortly before
starting to grow my influence systematically, I had been about to give up on some of
my biggest dreams…

‘Alexander Swallow is what would commonly be described as a “rising star” in the
charity sector’ - from a leading charity sector publication.

‘If he is the future of the charity sector, then we are in good hands’ - Leonor Stjepic,
charity Chief Executive

‘Alex is rapidly becoming one of the nation’s great champions of the non-profit
sector’ - Richard Hinchliffe, Management Consulting specialist and former
British Army Officer
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As well as me growing my influence giving me the opportunity to make more of an
impact on the world, it gave me the possibility to meet lots of influential people in my
sector and to learn from the way in which they use influence. Through one influential
contact, for example, I managed to get a private meeting with the British Government
Minister responsible for charities to talk about the cause I was campaigning oncharity board diversity and encouraging young people to become Trustees.
As I have investigated the subject of influence more, it has helped me to think more
carefully about who has been a positive influence in my life. There are so many
people!
Sometimes people have taught me lessons that I have immediately learned
something from. At other times, the lessons they gave or the example they set took
longer to sink in- or longer for me to be ready for them. Some of the lessons I’m still
digesting…
I can easily identify the key people and the key moments that led to me setting up
The Influence Expert. My leadership coach (and now friend) allowing me to come on
a brilliant residential course they run….a shadowing day with people from that
course where I took a psychometric test that clarified for me some of the things I
wanted to focus my career on…a breakfast meeting the day after with one of the
most influential people in the British charity sector who (without even knowing it),
helped me crystallize a lot of things in my brain…..
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ExerciseThink about who has influenced you and why/how. Write down as many examples as
you like- if possible try to think of people outside your friends and family.

An objection to growing your influence that I want to cover is that people say that
influence can be used for bad things/by bad people and that influence can be used
to get people to do things they don’t want.
I can’t deny that throughout history, people have used influence in bad ways as well
as good ones and focused on their own narrow interests. That’s why it is so
important to think carefully about other people and why it is such a major part of the
model I’m going to show you.
The reality is that influence is needed to thrive in this new world, but also just to
survive! If you don’t have any what I like to call ‘influcurrency’, then you are going to
be left behind.
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Why influence can be hard to get
There are a lot of reasons why influence isn’t easy to get if you don’t follow a few key
points:
-

If you don’t make progress quickly enough you might give up
Solution: Work out a path that is right for you and get some ‘quick wins’ to build your
confidence.

-

Sometimes, other people work against you growing your influence. Maybe they put
you down or conspire against you.
Solution: Get clarity about what you really want to achieve and then don’t worry
about these people if they don’t want to help you. Many, many people will.

-

You lack focus
Solution: Again, clarity about what you want to achieve and how you can get there

-

You need to have clarity about the changes you want to make, why do you want to
have influence in the first place?
Solution: Understand what the impact is that you want to have.

-

It can be hard to know where to start
Solution: It depends where you are going, but I’ll give you lots of ideas!

-

It can be hard to keep up, the world of influence is changing all the time
Solution: The LEAPS Model will show you all the major areas- and if you continue to
follow my work (for example by being signed up to my email list) I’ll introduce you to
new ideas and new influencers to learn from.
This book will help you to implement all of these solutions.
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‘Let no man imagine that he has no influence. Whoever he may be, and wherever he
may be placed, the man who thinks becomes a light and a power’. Henry George

There is one final thing I’d like you to bear in mind as you work through this book.
You will learn about influence a lot faster if you are aware of how you are yourself
influenced. Many people think that they themselves can’t be influenced, but that has
been proved time and time again to not be true.
Famous experiments such as those conducted by Milgram and Zimbardo (I’ve
written about them on The Influence Expert site) show the surprising ways we can be
influenced by others.
So, please take the time to notice how you are influenced yourself and see if you can
find ways to apply that learning to influence others.
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So, what is The Influence Expert?

The Manifesto for The Influence Expert- and the Influencer Tribe community, is:

I am on the path to growing my influence.
I know I have the unique opportunity to make a difference.
Others may put me down or belittle my efforts.
They can’t see, as I can, the impact I’m going to have.
Just watch out, world!

Whenever we try to improve ourselves- growing our influence, for example- there is
always a chance that others will put us down or give us reasons that we shouldn’t
follow our dreams.
Not only that, but sometimes we will put ourselves down too:

Who are we, thinking that people want to listen to us?
Do we really think we will make a difference to the world?
We will fail and people will laugh at us.

I’m here to tell you that things aren’t that bad:
We are unique individuals who each have something to share- lots of people will
listen to us, we just need to find each other.
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We make a difference to the world already, every single day. Every time we try our
best, every time we smile at another person, every time we get out of bed, ready to
face what a new morning brings.

Yes, we will fail, but through our failure we will grow stronger. Through our failure we
will learn. As Edison said:
‘I have not failed. I’ve just found 10,000 ways that won’t work’

Sometimes, we will work hard for a long time and no-one will see the progress we
are making. Sometimes, a lot of the time it won’t even feel like we are making
progress.
But if we have ambition, we work hard and we are eager to learn- we will create
something beautiful one day.
Not only that, but as important as I think it is to improve and to be the best that we
can be (very important) I also think that you need to recognize how good you already
are.
Not only do you need to be proud of yourself, but you need to realise what a good
position you are already in.

1- You already have lots of skills
2- You have already achieved things in your life
3- By seeking to improve- including reading this book- you are already ahead of
the game- So many people don’t think they need to improve or are too lazy to
try.

‘Growing your influence never stops- now is the time to start’ The Influence Expert
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Why the LEAPS Model helps
It can be hard to know how best to grow our influence.

Why?
-

There are so many aspects to growing our influence
How can we remember them all?
How can we know where we are effective?
How can we know where we need to build up our experience and skills?
How can we know how the different parts of influence relate to each other?
How can we consistently build our influence over time?
How can we track progress?

This is where the LEAPS Model comes in.
It helps to identify the key areas, shows how they relate to each other and show how
you can systematically grow your influence to increase your impact.
You can start by approaching one area or all areas, focus down on a single thing or
take a ‘helicopter view’ of how you are doing.
The LEAPS Model is easy to remember and to learn, but hard to master.
I can provide more help- I’ll explain at the end of the book.

Are you ready? OK, let’s go!
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The basics of the LEAPS Model- the five major areas
L- Likeability
– Do you relate well to others? Are you perceived as empathetic? Do people want to
support you because they like what you stand for and who you are as a person?
E- Expertise
– There are two main parts to this. One- Have you built expertise in one or a number
of areas that people see you as a leader in (and are willing to pay you for)? Two- Are
you an expert at influencing other people? Do you understand how to do it?
A- Authenticity
– Do you give people your real self? Are you able to express yourself with your true
voice? Are you offering something unique?
P- Personal Brand
– What are you known for? Is your brand consistent? Do you project your brand
through everything that you do?
S- Synthesis
– How are the other elements of the LEAPS Model brought together? Are you
strategic about growing your influence, using your influence and have you worked
out what you really want to do if you gain more influence? Are you making sure that
more influence is resulting in more impact?
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Before you go further in this book, I want you to think more about why you want
influence.

ExerciseHere is an exercise that will help.
Imagine that I wave a magic wand and give you the ability to achieve whatever you
want in your life. Every door will open to you. Whether you want to run a country, run
a business, or lead a movement that will revolutionize the world, you can do it.
Nothing will stop you or slow you down. What are the three top things you would
choose?

Write them down:
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Now, imagine you have this task:
In the next five years, you have to get closer to that goal. So, if you were being
ambitious, but realistic, where might you have needed to have got to in order to
make the big dream a reality?

Note down a few points.

If you are struggled with the activities, don’t worry. One of the key parts of influence,
which I will explain in greater depth later, is getting clarity around what you would like
to achieve. So, you have plenty of time to work on this. The important thing is that
you start thinking about why you want influence so when I start to show you how to
do it, it feels relevant to you and your dreams.

So, we’ve covered the basic areas and I hope that has already got you thinking.
Now, if you really want to grow your influence in a major way and become the
influencer you want to be, we need to do some work getting down to the details.
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The Influence Star
The LEAPS Model is the basic way to remember the steps and then The Influence
Star is the full version.

Each of the areas of The LEAPS Model has its own area and its own acronym.
For example, the L of The LEAPS Model is ‘Likeability’ and the step is called
LIKES. Each letter of the step is a different area of focus.
You’ll notice that at the bottom there is one extra area, the ELITE level. This is my
Mastermind Level- I’ll briefly mention it near the end of the book.
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Understanding the Influence Star is the key to YOU being an influence star!

I’m now going to cover each of the parts of The Influence Star in depth. For certain
key topics I’ll give you extra information that will help you hit the ground running. I’m
going to cover a lot of areas but I won’t have space to go into detail all the time. For
example, when I write briefly on a topic like ‘social media’- I’m a LinkedIn trainer and
could write a book just on that- so I’ll hold back!
However, if you go to www.theinfluenceexpert.com and look out for my articles,
videos, courses, webinars and training, I will cover more on these topics over time.
As an example, if you click here, I’ve written a free LinkedIn Masterclass article with
18 key tips to improve your profile and enhance your use of the platform.
At the end of each section, as I did above, I’ll give you an exercise to help facilitate
your learning. Please do take the time to work on them, you’ll get a lot more out of
the book that way.
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Influence Area 1 The L of LEAPS ‘Likeability’
LIKES Step

“One of the best ways to influence people is to make those around you feel
important.”
― Roy T. Bennett

L- Likeable
People prefer to say yes to those they know and like.
You need to be good at finding common ground with people so that there seems less
distance between you and them- this could be in personal terms, or between
positions that you are taking. If you can build a rapport with them it is more likely that
you will both end up happier.
You need to try to be positive- not in an unrealistic way- but generally to see
opportunities
You need to be curious and ask questions. If you get people talking about subjects
that they are passionate about then it will be much easier to connect with them.
Enjoy and celebrate the happiness of other people. Notice when other people do
something good and praise them.
Try to be friendly- this doesn’t mean being false but do you do simple things like ask
people how they are and really listen to the answer?
Being likeable also includes thinking about the first impression you create your body
language, personal grooming and clothes.
When you think about how ‘likeable’ you are- you need to think about not just how
you are at your best, but at your worst too. For example, if there has been a
disagreement, do you try to make things better? Do you apologize if things are your
fault and own up to your mistakes? How do you respond to stress, or criticism?

‘Clothes make the man. Naked people have little or no influence on society’ Mark
Twain
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I-

Interpersonal skills

Interpersonal skills include a great many areas that require a lot of study and focus in
their own right, such as relationship building, charisma, community engagement and
community building.
Perhaps most importantly, you need to be adaptable in your approach- you need to
think about what will convince different people, at different times, in different
situations. Plus of course, you need to react to the feedback they give you and the
way they respond to you, rather than blindly sticking to a script.
Good manners are important- such as respecting the time of others. Of course,
these may vary between countries and cultures so you need to find out in advance
what is appropriate in each case. If you cause offence, you need to think of a way to
apologize and atone for it.
Making others feel important is another key area here. Focus on them, not you.
Many people, when seeking to influence others, focus on what they want from an
interaction, not what the other person wants. The most skilful negotiators think
carefully about what the other person wants and how to make them feel at ease.
Always think about the other person as well when influencing.
People don’t like to feel manipulated. Sometimes, especially when we are using
online influence it is easy to forget that there are real human beings with feelings
looking at their computer screen. What are the other person’s desired outcomes? Try
to get a win-win situation.
Be a good listener- real listening is a skill. For example, it doesn’t just mean ‘keeping
quiet’. It means encouraging the other person to talk with verbal affirmations, body
language etc. and trying to show a genuine interest in what they are saying.
Try to find commonalities with others. Is there a way that you can steer a
conversation onto ground that you both enjoy or is in some way profitable to you
both?
Emotional intelligence is something that you need to think about, people are starting
to realise the value of ‘EQ’ rather than just IQ- the work of Daniel Goleman is critical
here.
You have to think of the emotions of the people that you are trying to influence- it
isn’t just about presenting the ‘facts’ and expecting them to be convincing.
People need to trust you, so you need to find ways to gain their trust. Sometimes you
will be able to do this quickly, sometimes not, but it should be an important goal for
you. Is there a way you can ‘get them on your side’?
Confidence is an important area. To influence others, you need to be confident- in
both your own abilities and in the product you are selling. Please note however, that
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this is not about being extrovert- you can be quietly confident. You need to find a
way not just to seem confident yourself but to inspire confidence in others.
Remember, it is easy to be more impressive than others in some areas just by
making a conscious effort to try to be so. We all like other people to treat us well, so
if we can take the extra step to treat people well ourselves, we will be able to have
more influence and do the world a favour at the same time! To give an example, I
was notorious among my friends for being late. After living in Japan, where lateness
is considered particularly rude, I changed my habits to the extent that I am now
known as someone who is not just on time but early.
You need to learn to influence without authority- i.e. to get people to do things
without having authority over them, (for example by being their boss). This matters in
so many ways, both because almost everyone has some sort of ‘boss’ but also
because more and more people are freelancers meaning that they don’t easily fit into
traditional hierarchies or power structures. If you are in a position of authority over
someone, in the short term, you may be able to force others to do what you want.
Ultimately however, that won’t work- there will come a point where they rebel or
break away from you.
Having good interpersonal skills will help you choose the right time to try to influence
people.
Let’s say that you have two meetings lined up with person A and person B and you
want to sell them both something.
When you meet person A, the first thing they say to you is that they have a crisis
back at the office. You take this as your cue to keep the small talk to a minimum and
introduce the focus of the meeting- the thing you are selling- sooner than you had
planned. Whether they buy or not, person A appreciates the fact that you respected
their time and the signals they were sending about wanting to cut the meeting short.
Person B is someone you know a bit better. They give you a piece of slightly
personal information and it seems like they want to talk a bit. You give them more
time than you had planned and mention the sale slightly later than you were going to.
Whether they buy or not, person B appreciates the fact that you treated them like a
human being and didn’t rush them too much. Situations like this happen all the time.
You might think that everyone can pick up on cues in this way. If so, I ask you
honestly, have you never had a meeting with someone who blabbed on and on
despite the fact you dropped in lots of hints that you really had to be somewhere
else? Even if you do this well already, you can do it better and if you work in other
countries you may have cultural elements come into play too.
One thing worth noting here is that influence isn’t always about getting someone to
take action immediately- you might be trying to influence their behaviour at a much
later date.
When trying to understand and therefore influence other people you have to be
careful about Attribution Bias- if you at least acknowledge it you will be less likely to
draw the wrong conclusions. Remember, a lot of the time we all have imperfect
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knowledge about a situation. That’s one of the reasons why positive human
relationships are so crucial- they can smooth over the gaps and make both parties
feel better. As a simple example, if you are late for a meeting, you are likely to blame
other things- the train being delayed, your alarm clock not being loud enough etc.
But if the person you are meeting is late, you might attribute it to them being lazy, or
disrespectful of your time. (to be honest, when I lived in London I thought when other
people were late it was probably the train’s fault too, but that is another story…).
However you attribute the other person’s actions- unless of course you are
completely convinced they are disrespecting you- if you have a positive relationship
with them it all feels like it can be sorted out easily. They will apologize for being late
because they genuinely care about your time, you will tell them it doesn’t matter
because you want them to feel comfortable and relaxed- and the sum result is that
you both have a better meeting.

K- Kindness
You will build your influence more rapidly if you give value away for free with no
expectation of reward. This isn’t a one-off, you need to find a way to do it all the time.
Some of the most successful individuals give a great deal of value away for free.
They do it because they care so much about sharing their passion with the world and
making an impact.
Be generous at every opportunity you can find. Of course, you need to make sure
that you aren’t taken advantage of- do what genuinely feels right to you and stand up
for yourself if you don’t want to help. There is a big difference between actively
choosing to be generous and people thinking that your time is worthless so they can
impose lots of demands on you.
Be a resource for others- are you seen as a resource by other people? This could be
in so many ways. You might be a source of expertise, of wisdom, of emotional
strength, common sense and much more. In turn others will be a resource for you.
Note that not every relationship will be reciprocal- i.e. there are some people you
‘give’ to but don’t ‘take’ from and vice versa. Learn to be comfortable with that. What
matters is the sum totality of the effort that you put out there into the world for other
people.
Care about the lives of other people- hopefully this one isn’t something that you
really need to think about too much! However, sometimes in the busy modern world
it is easy to be in a bubble, focusing on our own problems and not noticing the
problems of others. Try to find ways to combat this- it could be through volunteering,
for example.
However you want to serve people in life, you need to remember that everyone has
their own preferences for interaction and how they like to be helped- so you may
have to modify your approach to make them feel comfortable.
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E- Empathy
You need to cultivate empathy for everyone you meet, including the audience you
have as an influencer
How can you use empathy to show you the path to serving others and being more
sensitive to their needs?
In order to be more empathetic, you need to be careful about making assumptions.
Most people do that all the time, attributing meaning where there is none. Imagine
you get served in a shop and the person serving you doesn’t seem friendly. Your
initial reaction might be to think that either they are a disagreeable individual or that
there is something about you that just rubs people up the wrong way- but it is much
more likely that there is a reason you know nothing about. Perhaps they are feeling
unwell, their boss has been mean to them that morning or their head is full of
worries. Of course, I’m not saying that you should simply accept terrible service if
they really are rude, but often you can brighten up another person’s day simply by
being kind and polite yourself.
Also, use empathy to try to think about how others that you are trying to influence,
want to influence the world themselves. If you can help them with their own
ambitions they will dearly thank you for it.

S- Success
When you have any sort of success, thanking others and recognizing that success is
never achieved alone is so important. If you remember to thank people it will mean a
great deal- if you forget them it might mean a great deal too!
Every time you can, you should be trying to find ways to make other people feel part
of your success. I am sure that we have all worked with (or for) people who made us
feel that success was shared and other people who made us feel that success was
theirs to celebrate alone. Don’t ever forget the people who work tirelessly behind the
scenes of any endeavour and who aren’t up on stage getting the glory. Sometimes
you might be the one on stage, sometimes not- but the work of everyone matters.
When you have successes, think how you can share the learning with others.
‘Reverse engineer’ how you got there and teach others who are not as confident or
accomplished as you in that area. Learn from the successes of others in your turn.
Take genuine pleasure in celebrating the success of other people- try not to be
jealous. If their success spurs you to greater things, brilliant- but don’t deny them the
joy of their moment in the spotlight.
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‘Think twice before you speak, because your words and influence will plant the seed
of either success or failure in the mind of another’ Napoleon Hill

ExerciseJot down 3 examples when you have understood and then sought to serve the
needs of others.
It could be anything- a business situation, a personal situation, anything you like.

I’m sure you could think of so many more examples of understanding and serving
others- in fact you do it every single day.
The point is to find ways to get even better at doing it so you can make a bigger
contribution in whatever area matters to you most.
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Influence Area 2 The E of LEAPS ‘Expertise’
SKILL Step

‘Leadership is influence’ John C. Maxwell

S- Subject
You need to decide which subject you want to make your focus. What are you known
for? What do you want to be known for? What is it you really care about and would
be happy to spend a long time working on?
You then need to make sure that you know your subject really well. Please note that
this does not mean that you need to be the top person in the world at it- you just
need to know more than your audience and have a passion for helping them. In fact,
knowing too ‘much’ may even be a hindrance. Let’s say on any particular subject an
amateur’s knowledge would be graded as a 1 and the foremost expert in the world
as a 10. If your own knowledge is an 8 but your audience is a 2 you might struggle to
be able to explain things to them in a way that they relate to. However, if your
knowledge is ahead of theirs, but not so far ahead, you might actually create better
learning experiences for them. This will especially be true if you are trying to teach
people things that you yourself have experienced- and if you have experienced them
more recently the advice you give will probably be more useful and relevant.

Plus, the skill of teaching people about a subject is different to being good at the
subject yourself. Imagine for example that you are one of the top lawyers in the
world, in terms of the amount of important cases you win. It is possible that you will
also be the best teacher of law in the world, but unlikely. Probably a different person
will have skills that are more suited to that. Note that when I say teacher here, I don’t
mean that you have to be a professionally qualified teacher- I mean that you have to
learn, often from trial and error, how to teach people.
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If I think of my own experience of teaching for example, I can remember:

-

At school, being involved in various initiatives to help younger students learn
Starting tutoring a neighbour’s child
At university, trying to help other people get into the university- and helping on
a voluntary teaching programme
After university, working as an assistant teacher in another country
Working as a private tutor

….and so on. I have done all of these things without formal teaching qualifications,
but each of them have helped me learn a different aspect of teaching. For example,
teaching in a different country exposed me to different types of teaching and
learning.

The main way I have learned to teach is just by going ahead and trying it- and most
importantly trying to adapt to my audience and their changing needs. For example,
some of my private students were children for whom English was maybe not even
their second language. I tried to get them to enjoy reading in English so that their
learning would continue well beyond my limited time with them.

In terms of the subject that you focus on, it is also worth thinking about if you will be
able to teach it in a way that de-links your time with the money earned. In the past,
for most people, the time spent and the money earned were in a clear relationship
with each other. If you were a teacher, you would get paid a particularly salary or by
the hour. Of course, some teachers got paid more than others, but generally you got
a set amount of money for a set amount of time. Now however, when you can
publish one thing online (like a course) that could theoretically be consumed by an
almost limitless amount of people, your time and your earning power are not directly
related. Your ideal situation is to be paid for the value you create, not the hours you
work. The internet has given us an amazing opportunity to be able to take advantage
of this- The Influence Century is upon us.
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K- Know
In order to be an effective influencer, there are a lot of things that you need to try to
know:
Your audience- Who is the main audience for your work? Who is your audience at
each step of the way? For example, if you are going to give a speech, you have to
tailor it for the people that you are speaking to- what do they already know? What do
they want to know? What would help them be more effective?
Your limiting self-beliefs- We all have beliefs about ourselves that hold us back.
Once we know what these are, we can do something about it. For example, suppose
you know that you aren’t confident you are good at something. Is there anything you
can do to increase your confidence? Practice? Ask for the view of someone you
respect? An anonymous survey about your work? One really effective way is to
place yourself in situations that you find difficult- it is rarely as bad as you think it is
going to be and that realisation boosts your confidence.
What you want to achieve- before you try to influence anyone you need to think
about (in general in your life and in each specific situation) what you actually want to
achieve. Suppose you are going into a meeting- what would a good meeting look like
for you? Perhaps you want to win a contract or maybe you just want to build up a
better relationship with the other person? You might be trying to learn more about a
critical topic, or learn how you could collaborate with the other person in the future.
Whatever it is, you need to think carefully about exactly what you want and then
think how you could steer the conversation in a way that helps you achieve your
objectives. Of course you need to make sure that you also know (as much as it is
possible for you to know) what the other person wants from the meeting too.
You also need try to know what success you want in life- of course, this may change
over time as your experience, priorities and self-belief changes. Defining what
success means to you rather than to other people is an at times painful but ultimately
rewarding experience. You don’t want to waste your life chasing someone else’s
dreams!
How to get clarity in your thinking- We all have different ways of getting clarity. One
person may tend to do it through a period of quiet reflection. Another, by
conversations with people they trust. What produces clarity in your own thinking? As
with so many areas of The Influence Star, you need to experiment and see what
works for you.
Knowing how to help people – There are so many ways to help people. The best
way may not be the most obvious one. For example, many people think that they can
only make a contribution by creating something unique. However, you can do a great
service by curating the work of others in a way that would be easier for your
audience to understand/use. Remember, the pace of technological and societal
change is such that many people are struggling to keep up. Or there is just too much
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information out there for them to filter and they need someone to help them. Often,
the crucial thing is developing your voice and your point of view in a way that people
can experience in a consistent way. Imagine a wine critic that you respect. Probably,
their tastes are not exactly the same as yours. However, it is likely that they give you
a consistent view that is very helpful. If, for example, they tend to prefer bold, smoky
red wines and love a particular grape or wine-producing region, this gives you a
reference point to focus on. So, for example if one week they rave about a reserved,
fruity white wine from an entirely different region, it might be worth checking out!
Knowing how to work across boundaries, cross-sector and make links between
things is a crucial part of being influential. Some of the most effective people in the
modern world (and I believe this will only get more important) are those who can find
ways to use fluidity connected to what they do. By this I mean that they might
recognise that they are a specialist in one area but they see how their work is
applicable- and the other way around- to people in other areas. As one example,
suppose you work in the transport department of a large city. Your work isn’t really
just about transport. It is also about influencing consumer behaviour, health
outcomes, educational opportunities, the environment…
Knowing what your strengths are- Try to focus on your strengths- A lot of people
spend too much time on their weaknesses rather than their strengths. Generally,
people who are known as being the best at what they do, focus on their strengths.
What are the things that set you apart from other people and how can you get even
better at them?
Knowing what makes you different- Are you selling the same thing as everyone
else? Make sure you aren’t. You have to know what the thing is that sets you apart.
Think of a street full of restaurants. How do they distinguish from one another? Some
compete on price. Some, quality of service. Some are the only restaurant serving a
particular cuisine, some try to be known as the main place that X group of people go
to- and so on.
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EXTRA LEARNING- WHO DO YOU WANT TO INFLUENCE?

It’s all very well having influence or trying to get influence but you need to work out
WHO it is you want to influence.
By this I mean things like:


Is there a specific group of people or even a specific person that you want to
influence?



Will it be more effective to try to influence them directly, or their gatekeepers?



Do you think all the people you want to influence should be reached in the same
way?



Are you sure that if you effectively influence that particular group of people that it
has a good chance of leading to the impact you desire?

If you don’t work this out you might find that you are addressing the wrong
audience/wrong person or that you might be getting less engagement than you
would have expected.
To give a flippant example, if your main area of expertise is in education and you
want to influence teachers- but you write a monthly column in the magazine ‘Fly
Fishing Monthly’ then it is unlikely that you will have the impact you want. Unless of
course there is a correlation between teachers and fly-fishing enthusiasts that I don’t
know about!
You need to be very careful to make sure that the audience you are seeking is
actually congregating in the place that you want to broadcast your message.
Only when you have a clear idea of who you want to influence and where you will
find them will you be able to properly approach the next step of how you will
influence them.
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I-

Influencing (others)

Deciding who it is you want to influence and how to get to them in the most effective
way, is of critical importance.
You need to think about intentional rather than unintentional influence. Whether you
have ever thought about how you influence the world before or not, you do influence
it, just by existing! What we are talking about here is how to be intentional in your
influence so that you reach the outcomes- and have the impact- you desire.
Body language is a huge area of influence. Do you think about how your body
language is interpreted by others? This can include things like posture and how
confidently you stand. Look at the body language of people who are effective
influencers- what do they do right?
Persuasion is another really important topic. You need to understand human
psychology and how to convince people. Techniques like priming, mirroring and
framing matter, as does your selling ability. If you want to be effective at sales it is all
about influencing other people and learning what techniques get people to make a
decision to buy- like creating scarcity.
With all of these areas, practice makes perfect. Some things you may be naturally
talented at. With others, you will find it hard at first but easier over time as you refine
your approach. Remember that no-one gets it right all the time and that you don’t
have to be perfect- but hopefully you can see that it is worth putting time into honing
your craft.
When you are trying to influence you need to think how you can present things in a
way that acknowledges the interests of the other person. The more specific you can
be, the more you show that you have put time into understanding what matters to
them at the moment you are engaging with them and the easier you make it for them
to say yes, the better.

To give an example, let’s say that you want to interview someone who is very
influential in your field.
If you get in touch with them and say that you love their work (speaking in very
general terms when you mention this) and you want to feature them on your blogbecause hey, your blog is the best- while they might be flattered by the things you
say they might also think that you are sending the same thing to fifty other people
(they may well be right) and turn you down because there is no clear benefit to them.
If, however, you have noticed that they are promoting a book at the moment (you
noticed, because you have a genuine interest in their work) you can safely assume
that they might want to promote it. If you contact them and say that you know they
are really busy at the moment with their book tour but if they give you five minutes
after a book signing you would like to interview them- and you think their new book is
a great way to introduce them to your audience- I think they will be more likely to
agree. In the second case you have identified what matters to them and found a way
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to make saying yes very easy. Only five minutes of their time, at a book signing they
have already planned, with a clearly articulated outcome that is good for them- now
that sounds like you are thinking about them properly.

L- Leaders- in your field
There are so many things that you could do to be seen as a leader in your field.
Speeches are a major area for many leaders. In the modern world you need to think
not only about how a speech is received by the audience to which you are giving it,
but if there is a way that you can use it to spread your influence further. For example,
is there a video, a photo or a slideshow of your presentation that can be shared
online? If you are asked to do a speech, get used to asking the hosts if there will be
material produced afterwards that you can use. If they are on top of their game they
will be excited and impressed that you are asking because anything you use is a
chance to spread the word about their own work as well.
Producing content and being seen as a thought leader is very important. There are
so many pieces of content that you can produce- from articles to videos, podcasts to
webinars, online courses to books. In essence, great content matters, now more
than ever- and just producing it isn’t enough, you have to make it work hard for you. I
have written an extensive article on this which you can read if you visit The Influence
Expert site.
You need to think about who is your ‘avatar’ - you need to write and generally
communicate as if you are speaking to a real person. What are their preoccupations,
hopes and fears? In order to be effective at this you need to be as specific as you
can about the details of your ideal customer. Of course, big companies do this all the
time so that they can target their advertising. So for example, you can’t just think in
terms of whether your avatar is men or women:

-

maybe your avatar is a man, aged 25, who works in X job in a certain city and
likes to do Y at the weekends but feels they are lacking Z in their life.

Also, you can’t just use hunches about what people want from you- you need to
speak to as many people as you can and actually directly ask them.

On a personal note, this is something I find quite challenging as I generally feel more
comfortable only sharing a finished project or idea with other people.
Over time though I have realised how important it is that I try not to always be like
this. In creating The Influence Expert for example I have been constantly building in
feedback as I go because otherwise I will end up with something that is relevant to
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me but not anyone else! In writing this book for example I haven’t just been alone
with my thoughts, I have:
-

Received feedback on articles I’ve written
Asked people in my tribe what they want to know
Given a free consulting offer when I started my business which allowed me to
learn much more about what people need
Looked at the work of other experts in the subject of influence and at
feedback from their audiences
Read widely around the subject to see what information is already out there
and what information I feel is lacking
Explicitly asked people, many times, to let me know if there are any topics
they would like me to cover in my work.

If you want to be a leader, you need to have the confidence to share your best ideas.
People worry that their best ideas will be stolen. But often what sets people apart is
not the idea but the execution of that idea. Share your best ideas with the world.
That’s what I’m trying to do with this book that you are in the middle of reading- I
want you to get the maximum value from it that you can. I am sure that people will
use the material in all sorts of exciting ways that I haven’t thought of- and if they do,
then I will have fulfilled my mission and made the difference to the world that I want
to.

L- Learning
You need to have a raging curiosity about the subject you have chosen to focus on.
Can you imagine learning about it for years and years? You need to be prepared to
be a life-long student of your craft. In fact, that idea should actively excite you. If it
doesn’t, it is possible you haven’t found something that really fires you up yet. If you
look at successful people almost everyone will have spent time devoting themselves
to becoming very good/knowledgeable about one (at least one) thing. Of course you
might change direction a few years down the line, but if you can think of what you
are working on as something that you would be happy to be completely consumed
by professionally- that is the sort of commitment you need to get really good at it and
to be able to influence others.

You need to ‘learn how to learn’- working out the best ways to improve and
understand your brain. Most of us will have been through an education system that
wasn’t set up exactly around the way we best like to learn. Try to find what helps you
learn. Once you know that, it will be easier for you to find teachers and teaching
resources who can help you more effectively. Some people like to learn through
reading; some listening; some watching. Some people like to learn more from
thinking, others from doing. To give my own example, I know that I learn best when I
have periods of bouncing ideas off other people and periods of reflection. Too much
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solitary reflection time and I don’t learn so much. Too much bouncing ideas and I get
tired and don’t feel grounded or that I am consolidating my learning. So when I look
for training I try to find things that give me a balance of both these things.
You need to be prepared to work hard and go the extra mile, especially to take
advantage of opportunities. Imagine that the top person in your industry, the very
person you most admire, offered you the chance to work alongside them for a
month- but to do it you would have to travel across the world, you wouldn’t get paid
and you would work harder than you ever had before. Would you do it? Your answer
will give you an idea of how passionate you really are about the subject and how
much you want to learn.
You need to work on your learning in specific areas, like in finding ways to improve
your memory- remembering names for example is a great way to influence people.
Or learning how to persuade people more effectively and getting them to be as
excited about your work as you are. Of course, what you need to learn depends so
much on your subject and your industry. Look at the people at the top of your
industry. What do they seem to know that you don’t? What are the fastest ways that
you can catch up (including finding ways to spend time with them!)?

EXTRA LEARNING- LEARNING FROM OTHERS
One of the best ways to learn about influence is to see how other people do it. Even
if you think you know how to influence you can always learn lessons from others.

There are two main tips I would give you:
1- Learn from the best- this means two things. Firstly, learn from the people that
you aspire to be like in your industry. I really understood how to grow my influence in
the charity sector, for example, once I met some of the most senior people in that
sector. It doesn’t matter if they seem to be at a level that you are not sure that you
will reach- hopefully the things they do will still teach you some lessons. Secondly,
the best means the best in any sector. So for example, I am not a scientist but when
I was around university age (studying politics) some of my heroes were actually
scientists who had the skills to be able to explain concepts to a non-science
audience. From them I picked up lessons about how to teach people new things
without being patronising and how to go at the right pace for the intended student.
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Learning from the best means that if you want to take lessons from the top people in
the world at any subject- go for it! Just try to apply it to your situation, right now.

2- Learn from a wide range of people- in life we tend to gravitate towards people
who are like us and who believe in the same things that we do. But, if you want to
grow your influence, you need to widen the circle of people that you can learn from.
You don’t have to agree with the views of these people, you just have to see what
they do to appear convincing. If you can break out of a silo and try to learn from the
widest range of people possible it will help you to grow your influence more quickly.

Exercise- What are you an expert at?
If you had to pick something you are an expert at, what would it be? Write it down.
If you have more than one example, write a few down.
Again it doesn’t matter what it is- try not to worry if you can’t think of something that
seems impressive to you. You can work more on this later- I just want you to
recognize that you are indeed, an expert.

12-Area 3 The A of ‘LEAPS’ Authenticity

Often, we don’t value the things that we are good at because they come easily to, or
are in some way normal for, us.
For example, I’m a bit of a pedant when it comes to spelling and grammar (I need to
be careful here as that’s not an invitation to point out mistakes in this book- sure
there are lots- I’m not perfect!). Growing up I never thought of that as a skill but when
I taught English it was suddenly something valuable and I realised that I picked up
certain things through proofreading faster than many other people did.
I’m sure if you think of your friends and family each of them has things about them
that you marvel at.
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I have a close friend, for example, who has an amazing memory for dates. You could
give him a date several years ago and he would probably know exactly what he was
doing.
Or, I remember watching my little sister throw a ball. Even though I was a lot older
than her and could throw further just because of that, the natural action she took was
amazing to me (embarrassing disclaimer- I used to ‘wind my arm up’ before I threw,
somehow thinking it would make me throw further). To her, her throwing action was
normal, to me it was magical. That might seem like a trivial example- how could you
make money from teaching others that?- but I am on the email list of a man who
spends his whole career teaching other people how to pitch a baseball more
effectively.
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Influence Area 3 the A of LEAPS- ‘Authenticity’
YOURS Step

Y- You
Taking care of yourself is really important. If you don’t, you won’t be an effective
influencer, especially in the long term. If you care about being an influencer you need
to realise that you need to care about yourself. You are your own ticket to the life you
want, so you need to take this seriously.
Fit and healthy mind- you need to take the time to rest your mind and take some
time off from the online world. Make sure that you take some time away from your
general routines to be able to be strategic and just to give your brain a rest. Try
meditation and mindfulness. Find whatever takes away your stress, from walking
through the forest to a night out at the cinema.
Fit and healthy body- exercise and a good diet matter. Although it may be important
to build exercise time into your weekly schedule to make sure that you get enough of
it, the reality is that it is something that ideally wouldn’t be a break from your routine
but part of it. You might like to work on your posture at your desk, or get a standing
desk. Perhaps some of your meetings can be ‘walking meetings’ where you meet up
with the person and have a discussion as you walk along. Used properly this can
also be a way to be more productive. Imagine for example that you have a packed
schedule one day but a gap between meetings (held in different parts of your city) of
an hour. If there is someone who has wanted to meet with you for a while, perhaps
you can walk with them and chat as you move between the meetings. It will be good
for their health too!
Time for your spiritual side- whatever your personal beliefs, it is good to leave
yourself time to be able to think deeply about the world. We all need time to consider
the world beyond the immediacy of our own situation.
Self-esteem- what are the things that you need to do to build and maintain your selfesteem? We all have setbacks and things that knock our confidence. It could take
anything to keep you personally on track, but it could be as simple as having a chat
with someone who values you or to be around friends who value you for you rather
than your role in a company or your status in society.
Time to think and plan- make sure that your day isn’t totally taken up with meetings
and ‘being busy’. You need and deserve time that is just for you and the things you
want to focus on. Without good plans you can’t be an effective influencer. Block out
time in your diary to make sure that you have space for the things you need- not just
things that other people want to fill it with.
While influence is all about other people, taking the time to look after yourself is
crucially important, otherwise you won’t be able to do anything else.
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O- Own (What You Do)
Having trust and integrity go such a long way when you are trying to influence other
people.
You need to walk your talk- you have to do what you advise others to do- or if not,
you need to explain why or be prepared for people pointing out the inconsistency!
You need to own your mistakes. Being an influencer doesn’t mean you are infallible,
far from it. If you are really an influencer, your mistakes will be more apparent as
more people will be watching your every move. What matters is not whether you
make mistakes (if you are taking the risks you should and stretching yourself as
much as you should, you are bound to make some), but if you own them.
In the same way, you need to own your failures and learn from them. Treat failure as
a learning experience that gives you the opportunity to improve. If you aren’t failing
at least some of the time you probably aren’t moving out of your safe zone frequently
enough.
You need to own your connection to your audience- for example, it is better to have
your own website where you can represent yourself the way you want rather than
just using social media platforms you don’t control. As much as I love social media, I
try to keep aware that the owners of those platforms can change them in a way that
affects your influence negatively and there is nothing you can do about it. You need
to be able to control both the message and the delivery of the message. You might
decide to have an email list- complemented by a lead magnet (such as a free guide)
that encourages people to sign up- to form a regular way of keeping in touch with
your audience/tribe.

‘Trust is the conduit for influence; it's the medium through which ideas travel’ Amy
Cuddy

U- Uncover (Who you are really)
To be an effective influencer, there are a lot of things that you need to learn about
yourself:
What you want to do with your life
Who you are really
Why you need to grow your influence to get there.
You need self-knowledge about who you really are and what you stand for. What
makes you tick? What is your authentic self, do you know? Of course, there is an
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argument to be made that we don’t have one, stable ‘self’ throughout our lives. What
I am really talking about here is trying to strip back the things that your upbringing,
your culture and your current situation are imposing on you. Underneath, what do
you really feel and what do you want to do? Try not to worry about what you ‘should’
do.
Self-mastery is the next step. It is one thing to know what you are like. It is another to
have plans to try to be the best version of yourself. Suppose for example that you
decide that your genuine self is lazy. Are there ways that you can change this or to
work with the knowledge that you are lazy to make sure that it doesn’t hold you back
from your dreams?
Once you have worked out your values you need to stick to them as much as
possible (while at the same time leaving yourself open to the possibility that your
values may change over time). Also, you should challenge your values to see if they
stand up to scrutiny. One of the easiest ways to do this is to meet a diverse range of
people who have different values from yours and really listen to them. It is a great
opportunity to practice your listening skills, a key way (as mentioned earlier) to be an
effective influencer.
As you uncover who you are, you need to let some of the real you to be publicly
accessible- be vulnerable. If people don’t get to know you why would they let you
influence them? It is not that you need to share every single thing about yourself but
you need people to feel that you are a real person with brilliant aspects and flaws. In
this book I’ve shared a few of my flaws and the things I find hard, with you. This is
very much a journey we are taking together!
You need to be ambitious, however modest your ambitions are- ambition here just
means going after what you want, with full commitment. Maybe, for example, you
decide that a career isn’t important to you but that you want to create a regular
income so that you can spend time doing the things that bring you pleasure (but no
money) in life. That is a legitimate ambition! Not everyone wants to be CEO of the
world.
The concept of ‘flow’ in your work is something that really matters. For this you need
to look at the work of Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi. Flow is when you are so absorbed by
doing something, that nothing else seems to matter. Try to find work that allows you
to experience flow- it is magical. I’ve experienced it when working on The Influence
Expert, a wonderful signal that I’m on the right track.
You need to have people who inspire you, but try not to compare yourself too much.
Aside from people with iron confidence- or narcissists, most people compare
themselves to other people in a negative way. We need to remember that we are not
privy to the internal dialogues that happen in other people’s heads. That person who
we find arrogant may be trying to cover up crippling self-doubt. Unless we get to
know them really well, we will have no way of telling. Allow the work of others to
educate you and show you what can be achieved but focus on following your own
path.
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Importantly, you need to value yourself for others to value you. You don’t have to
love every aspect of yourself, but do try to realise and keep in mind your positive
qualities.

EXTRA LEARNING- FINDING YOUR PASSION
I want to focus, for a moment, on a huge topic:

How do you know what to do with your life?

I believe discovering what you are passionate about is really helpful for this.
Why passion is important

Because having a purpose will help you get more done



Because when we find what we are naturally good at, things come easily to us



Because it gives you the chance to feel free and that you are making your own
choices

How to find your passion-

First, try this thought experiment- if you had all the money in the world and no need
to work whatsoever, how would you spend your time?
Second, what do other people say you are good at?
Third, what can you actually test?
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It has taken me a long time to decide what I want to do with my life and it has
involved a lot of searching.
I have, among other things:


helped run a teaching programme in Romania on a voluntary basis



spent two years teaching in Japan



decided to go back to university, because I missed studying, and wanted to get
a Masters from my hometown university



been an intern for two British Members of Parliament



been a private tutor



worked at two charities



became a freelancer



set up The Influence Expert

Although some of these roles are quite different from each other, when I look back I
can see a lot of ‘golden threads’ running through them- things that are common
between them. To give one- I particularly enjoy helping other people to be the best
they can be and make the most out of life, while improving my own skills in the
process. In that way, helping Japanese schoolchildren learn English, helping the
MPs’ constituents with their problems and supporting the sometimes vulnerable
people using charity services seem part of a continuum in my working life.
If you look back at your own story, it is likely that you will also have lots of things that
tie together and hopefully you feel that you are heading along the right path. If you
are, congratulations and good luck. If you aren’t, please take the time to think why.

R- Real
You need to try to be the real version of yourself as much as you can.
This includes facing your fears head on. The real version of you isn’t good at
everything and the real version of you finds some things scary. I’ve always been a
confident person. I was the first to put my hand up in class, the first to stand up and
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make a speech. Even so for some reason I hated drama lessons. I would still rather
make a speech in front of a million people than act in front of two people. In fact, I’d
love to speak in front of a million people- any offers, get in touch! Luckily, I don’t
have to confront my fear of drama very often but I have still put myself in situations in
the past where I tested my fear and I try not to let it dictate choices I make too much.
If you want to be real, you need to think about what feels right to you- don’t just do
things because other people are doing them. Beware oversharing (for example on
social media) just because other people are doing it- find a balance that works for
you. There is a pressure in the modern world for people to share everything, but you
certainly don’t have to and people will respect it if you don’t.
Another aspect of being real is trying to get away from being a perfectionist- no-one
can be perfect. Put things into action without overthinking or taking too long in the
planning phase. Of course you want your work to be of high quality but if you don’t
take the plunge and put things out there you will miss out on a lot of opportunities.
Trust your instincts- sometimes the analysis can come later.
An important aspect of being real is to do what you say you are going to. You can
change your plans but if you do, try to explain that to other people. Don’t leave
people confused for too long about your intentions or your actions.
If you are being real, sometimes you will get criticism. This is inevitable and shows
that you are being brave- not everyone will react well to everything that you do. As it
is inevitable, think about how you will react to it before it happens.
If you are being real, you will stick to your own values and not allow people to push
you in directions that don’t match up with who you are and what you believe in.
Essentially you will be resisting the influence of others that, intentionally or
otherwise, doesn’t serve you and the person you are.
Make sure that being authentic doesn’t mean that you are rude! Consider other
people in everything that you do.
Also, understand that your ‘authentic self’ will evolve over time and can be hard to
pin down sometimes. Questioning who you really are will help you to gain deep
understanding about how you want to relate to the world and to interact with other
people.

S- Same (in different areas of your life)
‘Same’ here doesn’t mean that you will be exactly the same all the time, of course
you will be a slightly different person with those you feel most comfortable with.
Same means trying not to be so radically different in different areas of your life that
people find it hard to trust you.
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It also means being consistent in your message and way of acting so that people
know what they can expect from you and what you stand for. What are the things
you want to be consistent about? What are you prepared to vary?
Same is also a reminder to treat everyone the same- with respect. Note this does not
mean that you will be exactly the same with everyone. Some people will be ‘your
sort’ of people, you will naturally get on with them and have a lot in common with
them. But if you are only nice to some people and especially if you are only nice to
people you think will be able to help you (like important influencers) you will be found
out. My first job in the charity sector was for a charity that supported vulnerable older
people on low incomes. When I went in for my interview, I was greeted by a
volunteer in his mid 80s. I enjoyed chatting to him and when I ended up getting a job
I was told that the volunteer had spoken to my new boss about my pleasant manner.
This was pretty important, as it would have been strange if in my interview I had
spoken about my passion for supporting older people but faced with an actual older
person had shown that I didn’t care! As for the volunteer, (who I later found out had
actually been a beneficiary of the charity in the past) he ended up becoming a great
friend.

Exercise- Who are you really?
-

What do you think the authentic you is like? Jot down some ideas.

If you find this tricky, don’t worry, but remember it as an area you need to reflect on
more.
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Influence Area 4 The P of LEAPS ‘Personal Brand’
BRAND Step

B- Brilliant
Brilliant means knowing what you are good at and demonstrating to others that you
are good at it. If you don’t know what you are good at, it is worth listening to what
other people praise you for. What is the thing you can do, (or, if you are especially
brilliant, the things) that makes people ask:

‘How can you do that so easily?’
‘How can you do that so quickly?’
‘Why, when I do that, is it such a struggle?’
Maybe even ‘Have you ever thought of teaching people that?’

When you are in the presence of brilliance it can take your breath away. I’m not just
talking about things that you see on television like seeing Usain Bolt run (which I was
lucky enough to see in person once- it was like seeing the wind deciding to take on
human form for a moment). I mean things like this:

I’ve always been a person who is better at designing and planning than I am at
creating things with my hands. I used to think I had no practical ability whatsoeverover time I’ve realised it isn’t quite that bad, but not too far off the truth!
My grandfather, by contrast, is incredible with his hands (he’s great at designing and
planning too, to be fair). When I was growing up- most of the furniture in my room
was built by him. When he lived in Australia he built his own house and he paid for
his journey back to England with his young family by setting up a photography studio
on the ship and snapping the other passengers. One day, I was ‘helping’- I use the
term as loosely as possible- him to lay some carpet in his flat near where his boat
was moored (he was a fisherman at the time). He wanted to measure a piece of
carpet and he did something that will always stay with me- it makes me feel
emotional even to think about it. He took out a tape measure and with a nonchalant
flick of his wrist he threw it out exactly the right distance to the edge of the carpet. He
did this with no sense of self-satisfaction or pride. It was as easy and instinctual for
him as doing up his shoelaces. For me, it was like watching a magician. I would have
taken at least three separate movements to achieve the same result and even then I
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wouldn’t have done it as well. If I recall correctly, I actually praised him right there
and then because it was so beautiful to me to see what he had just done.
I mention this story because it demonstrates how what you may find normal can be
what other people think is brilliant. This is important as often you may not even
realise that you have a skill that you may be able to teach others.
In order to demonstrate the thing you are brilliant at to others, you also need to be
brilliant at communicating it. Note I’m not saying ‘at showing off about it’! What I
really mean here is that there are people who are actually experts in a particular area
but they are not seen as the go-to people because they don’t know how to
communicate their expertise to a wider audience. If you have successes, do others
know about them?
You also need to get better at storytelling. Stories are probably the oldest way that
humans have had to be able to pass information on to each other, down the
generations. When you tell a good story you grab people’s attention and you help
them to engage with what you are saying and to better retain the information that you
want to impart. Many influencers are brilliant at telling stories through their work.
You need to find a way to make yourself stand out among a) all the other brilliant
people out there in the world and b) all the brilliant people in your particular niche of
whatever you are really good at. There should be a slice of the pie for everyone, but
you need to find yours and go after it with all your might. To explain the idea of the
niche further, the more specific that you can make your offer the more likely it is that
you will be seen as- and actually will be- the expert in your area. If you try to impress
everyone, you will end up impressing no-one- and not have a viable business either.
I’m not a fan of the phrase, ‘fake it till you make it’ because the word ‘fake’ carries
too many negative connotations for me. However, the idea contains some principles
which are worth considering. The most important one for me is around the idea that
how you see yourself, or rather how you present yourself, is how others will see you
(as long as you are convincing!). If you say you are an X or a Y then people will start
to see you as that. Of course I am not talking about saying that you are a doctor if
you have no medical training- but there are lots of examples where you will cause no
harm to anyone by confidently labelling yourself as something.
To give my own example:
I’ve been involved in and around the charity sector for quite a few years, but I
realised that I wanted to learn about life beyond the sector and to spread my own
influence beyond the sector. I wanted a label that described what I do- I liked ‘social
entrepreneur’ but I struggled with thinking I was worthy of that designation. I felt that
maybe it was only something that a person should be called by others rather than
something they should call themselves. Over time however, I realised that it was a
label I should feel comfortable with, that it accurately described a major part of my
work and that it helped other people to understand what I did- so I started calling
myself it. Of course, no-one minded.
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If one day you want to be a speaker/writer/artist etc. but you don’t allow yourself the
luxury of that label- what will help you get there? Probably, you should just start
calling yourself it now.

R- Reputation
You need to think about what your reputation currently is, what you want it to be and
how you can get control of it.
In particular you need to think about:
Credibility- how do you get this?
Gravitas- how do you demonstrate this?
I think the best way to think about your brand is that it is what people say about you
when you’re not around. If they don’t say something positive, you may not have a
good brand. Or they might just be horrible. If they say nothing about you at all, then
your brand isn’t strong enough. Having other people help you transmit your brand is
a wonderful feeling. I know I am doing good work when I have people I have never
met before tell me that a third party recommended me. This isn’t an easy thing to
achieve regularly, but when it does happen it is such a buzz.
People will often look you up before they meet you or do business with you. What
will they find? Do you appear on the first page of Google’s results? If you have a
common name this may be harder to achieve- but in any case you need to be easy
to find. Thinking about your Google results also reminds you that people notice the
things that you don’t do/have as well as the things you do. For example, if you don’t
have a website they will notice that as well as if you do have one- and make a
judgement about you either way.
You need to get people to want what you have- whether you are selling a product, or
your services. A great way to do this is to think carefully about social proof. For
example, can you get other people to write testimonials about you or share your
work via their own channels? Can you turn clients into advocates? Because
everyone has a voice online now, people speaking positively about you in an
authentic way is a huge plus.
How can you work with the media to make sure that your reputation is what you want
it to be? There are lots of ways that you can do this, from being a person who is
always ready to answer a journalist’s call on a particular subject to writing a regular
column on your specialist subject for a media outlet yourself.
You also need to think about reputation management- what if something goes
wrong, such as someone writing an untrue statement about you or your company
online? How will you handle it? It might even be possible for you to turn it into an
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opportunity- if you handle it well you could actually end up with your reputation
enhanced.

A- Awareness
You need to cultivate an awareness about what is happening in the world- the latest
developments in your field but also in every field that touches on yours.
You need an awareness about your own level of influence- where you stand in
relation to others. How do you fit in and relate to those who are more, or less
influential than you? How, in each case, can you collaborate to your mutual benefit?
Through my work in the future, I plan to show people how to calculate their current
level of influence: see later in this book for details about how to keep in touch with
me.
As well as an awareness of your current level of influence, you need an awareness
of how well you are growing your influence.
An awareness of timing is important- when is the right time to act to have the
greatest chance of influencing the world in the way you want?
You need awareness of potential opportunities and awareness about which ones you
should take and which ones you should say no to. For example, let’s say that you
identify that you want to grow your influence through giving speeches. Have you
thought about how you will learn about potential speaking opportunities- and if an
opportunity arises have you thought about how you will evaluate whether you should
take it? Being able to say no to certain things is in itself a tricky but crucial part of
being effective.
You also need to be aware of how you come across to other people. It is ok to act in
a manner that you know attracts some people and repels others- you don’t have to
appeal to everyone. You just need to be aware of this so that you aren’t repelling the
people you want to attract!
Awareness of the things you aren’t good at and where you could do with some help
is important. This includes things like enlisting the help of others with different skills,
building a team, getting a coach or mentor and joining a mastermind group.
I mentioned earlier about focusing on your strengths- but you also need to be
strategic about your weaknesses- it is important that you address the things you are
less good at if you don’t want them to impair your ability to operate. Perhaps you can
become ‘just enough’ good at them, or you can hire someone else to help you with
these things.
Finally, if you know how to influence you will be more aware of when others are
trying to influence you- then whether you choose to let them is up to you!
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N- Networks
Some people love networking, many people hate it. Either way, you need to practice,
get better at it and to find ways over time to grow your networks.
You need to think both about online networks and offline networks. The two are
connected but each require separate focus and time.
It is important to remember this is not about trying to start a popularity contest- even
a small audience is a big achievement. If people are giving you their focus,
especially at such a ‘noisy’ time in human development when there are so many
things competing for their attention, you are doing well. Crucially, you need people
who will interact with your work, who will introduce you to other people and who will
help you to grow.
When you think about networks it is so important to realise that it is not just about
you, in two ways:
-

What do the people in your network want (including growing their own
networks)? How can you help them achieve their goals? Sometimes, you
might jointly be able to achieve a goal by collaborating together.

-

Sometimes it is about bringing others together who you think will create magic
and then stepping out of the way. For example, imagine you meet someone
who works in one field and as you are speaking to them, you realise that you
know someone they really should meet. Maybe those two people in your
network are a better match for each other (at least currently) than you are for
either of them.

You need to think about what good networks mean- it is not just about how many
people they contain! Are the networks strong and the ties deep? Do you try to keep
them up? You need to keep your networks active and keep in touch with them.
Sometimes, just ask people how they are doing and update them with your news.
Don’t only get in touch with people when you want to sell something or want to ask
them for a favour. You want them to be excited, not apprehensive to hear from you!
If you want to grow your influence, having people in your orbit who are also trying to
grow their influence and will push you to grow yours is really helpful. It will encourage
you to be more ambitious, to try different techniques- and perhaps there is some way
that you can help each other. In my network there are people who are more brilliant
than me in all sorts of ways- they show me what can be achieved and they keep me
on my toes.
You also need to understand the idea of the Tribe and try to build your own. In this
article I explain the concept and I’ve written about how I have started building a tribe,
The Influencer Tribe, which I very much hope you will become an important part of.
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To build your networks, you need to make sure that you are present on all forms of
social media and master those that resonate most with you/are most important for
your niche. There are always new platforms, if you aren’t excited by what is out there
at the moment, one day you might find something you love.
You need vehicles to be able to get your ideas out to a lot of people at once to
increase the possibility that more people will come into contact with your work. Of
course, having a website- and having good SEO for your website so that people find
you- is important.
You should think about how you can partner with other high performers and
influential people. Can you help influencers build their influence yet further? Even
very influential people are often more accessible and more willing to help than you
think. Of course you need to be strategic, to make sure you don’t waste their time as
it is likely that they get a lot of people trying to work with them. Remember, we are all
human- you need to treat influencers, however ‘important’ you think they are, as
human beings. They have hopes, fears and frustrations just like anyone else.
You also need to make it obvious to other people how they can work with you. For
example, how should they contact you- is there a particular medium that works best
for you, such as social media? Are you happy to have guest posts on your blog? Are
you open to collaborating in certain areas? Are you working on a particular project at
the moment you would like them to contribute to? In essence, what is the best way
for others to influence you and become someone you trust enough to want to work
with? Think about your own frustrations when you are trying to build a relationship
with someone influential and you find it hard to figure out how they want you to do itand use them to make it easier for someone who is trying to do the same with you.
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EXTRA LEARNING- NETWORKING
Networking is a subject that worries a lot of people. I’d like to tackle how to be
memorable and then how to be an effective networker.

So, how can you make sure that you are memorable at, say, a networking event?
You might do it by:


Being an obvious master of your craft



Impressing people with your knowledge



Wearing something consistently so that people identify it with you over time
(think Steve Jobs and his turtlenecks)



Having a great answer prepared when people ask you what you do



Find ways to get into interesting conversations with people- tip: people generally
like it if they have the chance to talk about things they are passionate about so
try to learn what that is and turn the conversation that way

One of the difficulties is that, even if you are great at introducing yourself to people
and provide sparkling conversation, at any event you won’t have the chance to get
around everyone. So for example there might be a person present who would be
hugely interested to meet you and is a potential customer for your business, but they
talk to other people all night and you never learn of their existence.
There are four main ways that you can make sure that you are noticed at an event,
by a lot of people.
1- Host the event- If you are the person hosting the event you obviously have lots of
opportunities to engage people before, during and after the event.
2- Speak at the event- If you are a speaker at an event you instantly make it more
likely that the ‘right’ people will be able to find you. You will find that after speaking
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there is often a queue of people who want to speak to you- or at the very least
people will know who you are without introduction if there is networking afterwards.
3- Sponsor the event- A slightly watered down opportunity from hosting the event to
get your message out there. Obviously this option might cost a lot of money.
4- Ask a question at the event- This is an option I use a lot. As long as I a) have a
genuine question to ask and b) think that other people beside myself would be
interested in the answer to that question, I often ask something at events I attend.

Over time, asking questions has helped me in a great many ways. First, it has
helped satisfy my curiosity and I have managed to learn more. Second, it has been
good training, in addition to the speeches I make myself, in speaking in front of an
audience (and using a microphone). Third, it has helped make sure that the
speakers/host notice me- and in the case of the host that I am keen to be supportive
at their event, particularly if few people seem to want to ask questions. Fourth, it has
given me the opportunity to get my name and the name of the organisation I am
representing at the event into the minds of everyone present- meaning that people
are more likely to speak to me in the networking part of the evening, to look up my
work when they leave the event and to generally have better awareness of my
brand. Fifth, sometimes at a big event, people who I already know (and who I would
like to reconnect with), only notice that I am present when I ask a question. Doing so
means that they are more likely to come and talk to me in the networking session
too.
In addition to the points above, being polite and courteous will help you be
remembered too. For example, speaking to one person and looking over their head
to try to find someone ‘better’/more ‘important’ to swap them for is a definite no-no.
Of course you may be able to think of other ways to be memorable. Just make sure
that you are memorable in a good way…
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I think that there are three simple steps that make a real difference if you want to be
an effective networker. They aren’t rocket science, lots of people use them, but
enough people don’t that I thought they would be good to share.
I’ll call them PRE, PRESENT and POST. ‘PRE’ is of course before you go to an
event where there will be a networking opportunity, ‘PRESENT’ is when you are
actually at the event, and ‘POST’ is what you do next.

1- PRE- before the event, it is great to get hold of the list, if possible, of the other
people who will be there. At the very least you might be able to find out some of the
other organisations who are there and work out if there are people you would
particularly like to speak to. LinkedIn is your friend for researching about people.
Perhaps you will find that you know some of the people going to the event, online but
not in real life. In that case you will already know something about them and have
ready-made topics to talk about.

2- PRESENT- At the event itself, you need to take advantage of the different
opportunities you have to speak to people. At most events there will be time for
signing in, perhaps with a drink, then there will be a more formal part of the evening
when there is a guest speaker or presentation (or at the very least, someone from
the host organisation will encourage everyone to network) and finally, there will
probably be a third less formal part where people can chat and have a drink/food
before they go home. If there is someone you really want to meet you have to try to
make sure that you get time to do this. For example, if you see them signing in, it
might be good to introduce yourself rather than wait until later when you find they
have to rush off straight after the talk.
As mentioned above, if you are feeling confident enough, it can be a good idea to
ask a question at the end of the presentation as it gives you the opportunity to give
your name and organisation. This will mean that anyone who came to the event
wanting to meet you will know who you are, and also that if anyone likes your
question it is a topic of conversation when you speak to them afterwards. Of course,
even if you definitely have some people that you want to meet or catch up with, you
should leave yourself open to the possibility of meeting entirely unexpected people.
This is especially important so that ‘cliques’ don’t form. If you know at least one other
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person who is going to be at the event, you can ask them if they know any of the
people you want to talk to so that they can start things off with an introduction. Of
course it is important at the event itself to have some way of remembering those
people that you want to keep in touch with. Exchanging business cards is the
obvious solution.
3-POST- If the event has gone well from a networking perspective you may find that
you have been drawn in to all sorts of conversations, been introduced to interesting
people and covered a wide range of topics. If I am given a list of people before I go
to an event or when I get there, as soon as I can after the event I make sure I have
marked down all the people that I spoke to (even if, for whatever reason, we didn’t
exchange business cards). This means that I don’t forget anyone later. Once I have
time, I send out LinkedIn connection requests if I can find people on that platform
and send emails where appropriate to follow things up that we discussed. Something
else you can do which is really appreciated is to publicly thank the organisation who
hosted you and perhaps mention the people you met. Twitter is a great way to do
this, the tweet could be something like:
‘Enjoyed @blahexperts event, finally got to meet @XCEO and @YManager
#greateve’.
It’s a really nice way to compliment people and raise awareness that the event took
place- and of course, that you were there! Of course, if there is a specific hashtag for
the event you should include that in your tweet to make it more likely that people will
notice it.
Finally, please remember this- although these steps are simple, it doesn’t mean that
you are going to get networking right all the time. I don’t, no-one does. What matters
is that we can all become more effective at it and do a better job for the
organisations we represent at the same time. Also ultimately if everyone approaches
networking with the right attitude, then we will collectively create a happy
environment where even those who aren’t fond of such events can thrive.

‘To make an impact, you have to grow your influence first’ The Influence Expert
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D- Decisions
In order to be an effective influencer you have to make quite a lot of decisions- both
at the beginning of your journey and also at each step along the way.
You need to decide what your niche is going to be.
You need to decide where you are going to focus your time.
If you own a business, you need to decide what type of business it is going to be. As
mentioned earlier, you might like to think of if at least part of your business can break
the link between time and income- for example can you create online courses that
mean that you don’t have to physically deliver training each time? If your business
can’t grow it will be hard to build your influence beyond a certain point.
You need to decide what you want to be known for- what you want your brand to be.
You need to decide what your ‘elevator pitch’ will be- be clear about who you are and
what you do and how you want to communicate that to others.
You need to decide how exactly you are going to help people. One of the key
lessons here is that you need to give people what they want rather than just what
you think they need.
You need to decide to follow your own path- despite learning from others and
following well-worn paths, we somehow need to make everything distinctly ours and
put something unique about ourselves in it. Trust your own judgements. Don’t worry
about what other people think of you- make the decision to cultivate the thickest skin
you can.
Finally, you need to get better at making decisions. How do you make effective
decisions and are there ways that you can limit the amount of unimportant decisions
that you make in a given day so that you can devote more brainpower to the
important ones?
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Exercise- What do you think your brand is right now? Is it strong?

What would you like it to be?

The ability to craft a personal brand is, I believe, one of the big opportunities of our
online world. The tools are there for you to use, but first you have to develop an
understanding of what you want to be known for. Then, how you are going to most
effectively project that to others.
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Influence Area 5 The S of LEAPS ‘Synthesis’
WHOLE Step
This step brings the other parts of the model together to make sure that you
make consistent progress over time.

W- Wins (Quick wins and keeping positive)
Try to constantly get wins and keep yourself motivated. Wins could be anything from
making a sale, to improving a skill, to making a new contact, to reaching a target of
online supporters.
Become skilled at fighting procrastination and at getting started quickly with new
projects.
In most cases, good enough is OK- aim for high quality but not perfection with the
things that you do.
Remember, you can’t please everyone- and if you try to you will get nowhere. You
know you are creating something of value if at least some people don’t immediately
warm to the idea or tell you that you are wasting your time.
Being proud of yourself matters so much- most humans have a tendency to be too
hard on ourselves. There is an important balance to find between being ambitious
and being pleased with the progress you have made so far.
You need to try to be grateful for the things that you do have- try to have an attitude
of gratitude. We all have things to be grateful for. Try to take pleasure in small things
and savour all the amazing things that life gives you.
You can also use visualisation techniques to help you create the ideal life and level
of influence that you crave.
If you don’t get there as quick as you like- you need to be patient: with yourself, with
others, with particular situations and with life in general. Note that patience here
doesn’t mean that you won’t try to reach your goal with every fibre of your being, or
that you won’t try to find ways to get there quicker, but that you simply have to
acknowledge that some things take time. One of the biggest reasons why it is
important to remain patient is that you don’t want to quit just before you were about
to have a breakthrough. Many of the people who have been successful in life are
those who kept at their chosen pursuit even when things weren’t working out quite as
they would like. In a world of opportunity, it might seem like we should be able to
achieve everything at the click of our fingers, but that just isn’t true. To be the best
you simply must put the hours in and show up, time after time.
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H- How (how you actually achieve these things)
Thinking about online influence and offline influence as two major, related but distinct
areas will help. That is still a lot of topics to cover, but it will help you to make sure
that you spend appropriate time dealing with each and that you consider how the
interplay between them works. I often meet people who don’t have the balance right.
Some people are brilliant in person but they don’t communicate that online, other
people, the other way around!
Think about how you use tools in general to help you be more effective. This could
be anything from tools that help you with planning to apps that you find useful for
anything from time management, to meditation, to fitness. A bit of time researching
and testing such tools can save you a lot of time further down the road. Of course,
new apps are being created all the time so keep your ear to the ground about what
others use.
Getting better at prioritising is a really important thing to learn. You can’t do
everything, so what really matters- and in what order? Sometimes tasks expand to fill
the time we have available so if you want to achieve more put yourself under some
time pressure, even if it is artificially created.
Doing the little things over time can help you achieve the big results you want.
Sometimes the changes that matter are small ones, applied early enough and
consistently enough to form habits. Are there some things that you can do right now,
without having to plan or take too much time out of your day?
Deciding where your focus should be. Use the 80/20 rule to decide where you should
place the majority of your focus and effort. It may take you time to see the patterns in
your work- where the areas are that focus and effort really make a difference to.
What matters is that you don’t simply try to do everything for the same amount of
time if different things bring you entirely different results. Try to be scientific and
experimental in your approach to the way you design your own work/life.
Find a work/life balance that works for you. Personally I think that work/life balance is
a bit of an unhelpful concept, particularly in the modern world. While it is of course
important not to spend all your time working, if your work is your passion and doing it
brings you pleasure- and if your interest in your work is all-consuming, then ‘balance’
doesn’t really make sense.

To give my own example:
I am fascinated by the subject of influence, so I see examples of it constantly in the
world around me.
Looking back, in a way I’m only beginning to understand now, it has always been in
my life in some form or another. My mother worked in a nursery so the effect of a
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positive influence (in terms of education but also care and affection) for young
children was something I thought about. Once I had the chance, I studied social
psychology at school as I liked learning why people did certain things. The trend has
continued throughout my work and life. I love observing how influence affects every
aspect of the world around me- how people are influenced to believe things, buy
things, treat other people in certain ways, vote, look up to particular people and
much much more. There is no ‘balance’ in my interest in, or study of influence as I
see it everywhere!
I am sure for many people it is the same thing, for whatever they are passionate
about.

Being flexible is important - you can’t be too set on one course of action. What you
set out to accomplish may look entirely different once you are in the middle of it. It is
OK to stop, re-assess and change course. One of the beautiful things about growing
your influence is that so little is wasted work. Even if you build up a following in one
area and then you decide to totally change tack, it is likely that firstly at least a few
people from that audience will be interested in your new project and secondly that
you will have learned so many lessons and developed new skills from building up
your initial following.
You need to make sure that you follow up opportunities. One of the quickest ways to
grow your influence is to get good at spotting the opportunities that will really make a
difference- and rejecting/not spending too much time on the ones that won’t. Of
course, even if you turn down opportunities you need to do so in a polite and
respectful way.
Learning how to influence change in yourself is really important. As well as
influencing others, you need to think about how to influence yourself. What helps you
to acquire better habits? What are the things that make you learn effectively? Know
yourself as well as you can and then use that to your advantage. Pledge to learn
more about yourself over time.
An important concept here that rewards further study is the idea of the fixed mindset
and the growth mindset- the main figure in this area is Carol Dweck, a Stanford
Professor. In essence, a fixed mindset means that you think that your qualities, such
as intelligence, personality and character- are fixed. A growth mindset means that
you think that they can be changed and improved over time. Having a growth
mindset is important if you want to grow your influence.
Work out things that make it more likely that you create your best work, every single
day. For example, might a morning routine (see more details below) or routine before
you go to bed help? Does getting up at a different time make you more productive?
How about giving yourself rewards when you finish certain tasks? Or getting the task
you are most worried about done first every morning?
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Productivity in general is an area that you should try to get better and better at- so
many of us do things every day that mean we frustrate our own goals and ambitions.
Time management is another huge area that you need to constantly try to improve
(see the reading list at the bottom of this book for a key recommendation relating to
both these topics).

Learning how to plan effectively so that you move from one task to another in the
right order also really helps. For example, avoiding multi-tasking means you can get
more done and your work will be of higher quality.
Try to cultivate grit in yourself. Grit is the quality that allows you to keep plugging
away on your chosen path, even when the way is rocky. I believe it can be broadly
summed up in the phrase ‘When the going gets tough, the tough get going’. You
need to find a way to build your resilience.
Learn to build a healthy disrespect for bureaucracy. Disrespect because you want to
find any (legal, ethical) means to get around it when it is in your way. Healthy,
because you can’t pretend that it doesn’t exist. Even the most influential people in
the world have some structures in their way which prevent them being as effective as
they would like.
To help you get to the position of influence that you want to achieve you need to
constantly remind yourself that there is only one of you- which means that you need
to find ways to make people want to come to you rather than it only being you going
out to them all the time.

You also need to make sure that, as you grow your influence, you actually use it to
achieve something positive. Never forget that the reason you need influence is to
increase your impact. What impact do you want to have on the world and how are
you working towards that each day? You don’t want to have influence for its own
sake- what can you do with it?

You need to pass on all this learning to other people- for example people you
manage/people in your team but also people you are generally connected to. If you
help people you are linked to, to grow their influence, often your influence will grow
too. Firstly because they are in your circle of connections so if they grow their
influence it will help your influence too. Secondly because hopefully they will
remember that you were one of the people who really helped them on their way. To
help them grow their influence, you could start by sharing this e-book with them.
Don’t just help people because you think they will be ‘useful’ to you. Help them
because you think the world will be served by you doing that.
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EXTRA LEARNING- MORNING ROUTINE
A key part of growing your influence is increasing your productivity- and a key
way to increase your productivity is having a morning routine.
You can find lots of examples of morning routines online, but I find many either a bit
new-agey:
‘I gargle chia seeds while listening to Andean shepherd music’

Or unrealistic:
‘I get up at 4am and jump straight into my pilates regime’

I decided to come up with my own, based on two simple truths:


Like anyone, I can be lazy, so I wanted to find something that would make a real
difference to my day without requiring so much effort/being so complicated that I
would never do it.



I am a night owl and do some of my best work in the early hours. If I got up at
the crack of dawn every day I would never actually get any sleep.

I may adapt my morning routine model over time and I am not hard on myself during
periods when I don’t keep it up.
But so far it has helped me.
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It is called the ‘THANKS’ model (which in itself encourages me to start the day being
thankful).
T- Thirst- I have a big glass of water as soon as I get out of bed. This one also
makes me smile because it is ‘First’ and I tend to have a problem pronouncing ‘Th’maybe a hangover of having braces as a child.

H- Health- I do some exercise. Normally a simple routine, something getting my
heartrate up and some free weights, that perhaps only takes 15 minutes. My weights
have recently been a 5L bottle of water, you can use anything to hand that is
comfortable.

A- Aware- I meditate for a few minutes. I am no expert at this and don’t get annoyed
if my mind wanders. I just try to visualize something fixed and focus on it- I visualize
a candle flame.

N- Note- I write down one thing I am thankful for. This could be anything from ‘my
wife’ to ‘it is sunny today’ to something I am particularly looking forward to.

K- Keys- I write down the thing or things (usually no more than three) which will
make this day a success in my eyes. It could be work-related or personal things, or a
mix.

S- Say- I say out loud something that I want, repeating it several times. Unlike ‘Keys’
the thing I say is a longer term goal that I have and I use the same one each dayuntil I reach that goal, I suppose!

The purpose of all these things is to make me feel refreshed and ready for the day, a
little more ‘present’ than I was before I started (something I am trying to get better at)
and more focused so that I hopefully bend the day a little to my will rather than
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passively accepting what it throws at me. By maintaining a habit I already feel like I
have made a positive start to the day.
You should research more about what other people do- there are countless
examples online- experiment and find something that works for you.

How do you take time out of your daily routine?
Do you manage to do it daily? Weekly? Monthly? Or once a year on your holiday?
What is it that helps you to detach your mind from your immediate surroundings and
dream big?
It is very easy to get into a routine even if your life is pretty exciting. Something can
become the ‘new normal’ very quickly. Sometimes doing things as simple as taking a
different route home from the station, reading a book that you wouldn’t normally pick
up, or striking up a random conversation with a stranger can be enough to free your
mind from the strictures of your own normal and give you the courage to start
creating some magic again.
We are all busy- and we all feel that we can’t afford to take too much time away from
the things that are most important to us. But sometimes doing so is the best action
we could take.

O- Order (of things you want to do)
You need to constantly refine the order of things- testing them to find out what is the
most effective approach. The more skilled you get at growing your influence, the
more you will recognize the systematic approach that works best in each situation.
Over time, your effective working patterns will become clearer- you need to
constantly refine the way you do things.
Having order also means being generally ordered and systematic in your approach.
If you approach a problem in a haphazard way, you may be lucky enough to stumble
upon the right solution first time around. But it is likely that it won’t work and also
likely that you will find it hard to learn from your actions. If you plan carefully, not only
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will you enhance your chances of success but you will be able to understand which
bits you will tweak and change next time.
Being consistent is important if you want to get results. There are so many ways that
you can demonstrate consistency. It might be continually showing up to a particular
networking event that you find effective, or uploading a video online every week for a
year.
You also need to get other things in your life in order (as much as you can) if you
want to grow your influence. If you have too many stresses you won’t be able to
properly focus. Of course, there are always times when life intrudes on our ambitions
and (temporarily at least) there isn’t much we can do about it. The more order we
can create, the quicker we will be able to bounce back and get onto the right path
again.

L- Lessons
You need to take as many lessons as you can from people you trust. They might be
in your network, or you might not know them personally- for example you might just
be on their email list or read their blogs. There will be many people who have already
been down the path, or part of the path that you are travelling along. Pay attention to
their wisdom and learn from their mistakes.
It is particularly important to learn from other influencers about how they gain
influence. Sometimes the lessons you can learn from them will not be stated
explicitly- you will be able to see it from their actions. For example, how do they
promote their brand? How do they collaborate with others? If you follow them over a
period of time you may be able to see them moving from having a committed but
small following to the big time. Many people doing well are perceived as being
overnight successes (which makes others think that there must be some amazing
shortcuts they can learn from them, or that said people were just really lucky) but
they have actually put the work in for years and years.
One of the most important lessons you can have is how you learn over time from
what you do and get better. Viewed in this context, setbacks don’t need to be
setbacks. You know you are going to get there, so setbacks are just lessons pointing
you back on the right path.
Getting continual feedback really matters. Try to find out what people think of you
and your brand and how that changes over time. Otherwise you may guess that you
are being perceived one way and be totally wrong. Ask people how they think you
can improve and, if appropriate, ask them to help you improve. People will often be
impressed that you don’t mind hearing criticism and flattered that you are asking
them.
If you want to grow your influence, you can’t do the same thing that isn’t working
again and again and expect different results. Of course, it might be that it isn’t
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working because you just need to stick at it, but it might well be that it simply isn’t the
most effective option for you.
You need to remember it is not simply attention that is important- it needs to be good
attention. There are lots of people who get attention and fame for the wrong reasons.
They are unlikely to positively influence others, apart from being a salutary lesson in
how not to do things.

E- Experience
Gaining it over time is what matters. You will make mistakes. You will learn from
them. You will get better and better.
As you gain more experience and test yourself in different ways you will grow in
confidence and stretch yourself yet further. What you thought was impossible will be
far behind you- more ambitious possibilities will have opened up.
As you grow in experience more people will believe in you and trust you. They will
see that you have fought some battles and had some scars, got knocked down and
got back up. They will admire you for that and it will help them to see that you are
just like them.
Experience over time allows you to test your theories and try things out- to put your
philosophy into practice. Don’t entirely reject ideas that don’t work for you, they may
work in the future, or in a different context.
Over time, through experience, you need to spend time becoming better at sales in
all forms, both financial sales- you need funds/support to keep you going- but also
how to sell yourself as an influencer.
To be a more effective influencer you need to gain experience in a great many
areas. Just to give two- you will have to give a great many speeches on a great
many small stages before you are ready to own a big stage. You won’t deliver the
perfect pitch about your business the first time you try it, but you might the 50th time.
You need to measure what you do- what works, what doesn’t, what should you do
more/less of?
You need to be constantly developing your self-awareness. What is your personal
best way of influencing people- what works for you? How do you adapt it when
dealing with different people? How does your best way to influence people change
as your level of influence changes? Are you doing anything that is causing you to be
less effective than you otherwise would be?
You need to build experience in finding new audiences and new opportunities. Your
initial audience may not be the audience you end up with- it is all part of your growth.
To give my own example, I built my audience in the charity sector and for a long time
I was focused on learning all I could about that sector and building the majority of my
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connections there. However, I realised that I didn’t want to limit myself to just one
sector so I began to think of ways that I could increase my experience, networks and
reach outside the sector too.
You need to get good at finding where top influencers congregate in your
industry/area and learn how to connect with them and become their peer. If you
demonstrably understand how influence works, influential people will want to work
with you, even if you are not at their level yet. They will see that you understand how
to do things properly and that you are a person who is going places. They will see
that you are a moral person who isn’t just out to screw the world for your personal
benefit.
Make sure you give yourself time. Growing your influence is not something that can
happen immediately. It will require a lot of work, over a long time. That isn’t to say
that some people can’t grow their influence very quickly, they can and I hope you will
be able to as well. However, don’t be frustrated if you don’t see results immediately.
Stick at it, follow some of the insights I’ve shared with you in this book and I’m going
to keep sharing with you on The Influence Expert site- and you will get there. A huge
part of the game is ‘stickability’. But also be realistic if things aren’t working, you
might need to change your approach. For example, you might be extremely talented,
know exactly what you want to share with the world but just find that you have been
pitching it to the wrong audience so you haven’t made progress. Find the right one
and pitch to them and all of a sudden you have lift-off!
Also make sure that you ask yourself questions about things like what skills do you
already have? What experience do you already have? What do you know that
you already confident you can do? You aren’t starting from square one.
Experience can also be about using your experience to help other people. What do
you know now that if you had known in the past would really have accelerated your
learning? Is there a way to share that with other people?
That is, for example, exactly what I’m trying to do with this book….
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ExerciseWhat action or actions will you take next to help grow your influence?

Suggestions:
Picking an area of the LEAPS Model that you want to do some deeper thinking
about.
Gaining more clarity around why you want to have influence in the first place- what
do you want to do with your life?
Engaging with the work of The Influence Expert.
Looking at the list of influencers at the bottom of this ebook and checking out their
work- all have lessons to teach you.
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When I began to try to grow my influence, a lot of the things I tried were new to me. I
made lots of mistakes (and still make them all the time). Through making mistakes I
learned faster.

Here are some- just a tiny proportion- of the mistakes I made:
-

I didn’t invest in myself at key points
I didn’t apply lessons I should have already learned
I was too timid in my approach
I didn’t try to get enough help from other people
I compared myself with other people (negatively) too much

However, I didn’t stop trying to move forward as I could feel that overall I was moving
in the right direction. From a young age I’ve tried to take myself outside my comfort
zone in various ways. What a comfort zone comprises of will be so different person
to person. I’m not a person who feels that life is only lived well if you challenge
yourself every day (sometimes, it is nice just to relax!) but I certainly see that the
times when I try things that scare me are the times I stretch and grow the most.
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Bringing it all together
and getting excited about the progress you can make

I hope that you found the LEAPS Model and The Influence Star useful. Don’t worry
if you were a little daunted by all the different points. I have already created and will
continue to create resources around all the different areas of influence, look at my
website www.theinfluenceexpert.com for details and updates. I hope that when you
looked at the different concepts there were at least a few that you felt confident
about and that you can see some new areas to focus on.
If you completed the exercises they should have given you some food for thought
and also brought home the point that if you want to increase your level of influence, it
is you that needs to put the work in.

As Brendon Burchard brilliantly puts it:
‘When you knock on the door of Opportunity, do not be surprised that it is
Work who answers’

The most important thing I want to show you is just how much of an opportunity you
have. You have something brilliant locked inside you that I want to help you share
with the world.
Maybe when you were learning about some of the concepts of the Model, you
thought that there were lots of things you weren’t doing. If that is true, that is the
same as 99% of the other people out there. Most people don’t use these concepts
correctly and the ones that do don’t use them all. It isn’t about being perfect, it is
about getting stronger and stronger over time and growing your competitive
advantage.

If you have influence, people will flock to you because they will want to use your
influence, to bask in your glory and to learn how you manage it.
As you try to grow your influence, people will try to stop you for all sorts of reasons:
-

Some will project their own insecurities onto you
Some will have a genuine concern that you are taking on too much
Some are your competitors who want you to fail
Some people just don’t like to see anyone do well!
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Gaining the influence that you want can be a long journey, but you have to be proud
of the progress that you make on the way.
You need to keep motivated and keep driving forward. Day after day, week after
week, month after month and year after year.

Always remember that influence is not the goal in itself, it is the means to an end so
that you can have an impact.
Influence is Impact.
Influence means having people’s attention. What do you want to do with it?
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EXTRA LEARNING- HOW WE ARE TOO HARD ON OURSELVES WHEN
MEASURING PROGRESS
One of the ways in which we can be most tough on ourselves as human beings is
not measuring our progress properly. Perhaps when we were at school we had an
easy system to know how we were doing- grades and praise- but for many of us it is
hard to see a definite moment when we achieve something.

There are a number of reasons why we don’t measure our progress properly:


We get too caught up in the everyday- We rush from interesting thing to
interesting thing without thinking about what we are doing. This can be a
particular problem in an online world where people feel constantly ‘switched
on’ and available.



We forget what our dreams were- Getting caught up in the everyday can
mean that we forget what we wanted to achieve anyway. We might not realise
that some of the things that matter most to us are right under our nose and we
can enjoy them whenever we want.



We might not have systems that give us feedback- this might be especially
true if we are freelancers, which more and more of us are. How do we
measure progress anyway?



We compare ourselves against other people too much- It’s always easy to
look at the lives of others and compare ourselves negatively. It is very
unlikely that people we observe are chasing the exact same dreams as us or
that we will take the same path to get there.



We compare ourselves against the wrong people- Some comparison with
others is good- it can make sure that we push ourselves and see what can be
achieved. But who should we compare ourselves to? The media is often full of
stories of people who are not very much like us- celebrities. Their example is
an unrealistic one and their lives too are often governed by many factors
outside their control.



We forget what ‘good’ used to look like- Sometimes we have an average
day now and forget what an amazing day that would have seemed to us even
quite recently. We forget how far we have come and what would have
previously satisfied us.
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New tasks keep flooding towards us, with no gap between tasks- If we
don’t take the time to properly evaluate tasks, we will never be able to
properly judge our progress. What’s more, we are less likely to learn from
both our successes and failures.



We are too hard on ourselves when assessing what we have
done- Human beings have a tendency to get bored very quickly. If we do
something enough times, even something that most people would find
exciting or amazing, we probably don’t appreciate how magical it is anymore.

This means that if we want to truly understand how our influence is growing, we
might have to do things like check in with other people or try to take the time to
remember what it was we wanted in the past.
Sometimes we need to think about where we are right now and the things that we
should be proud of.
I am not saying, of course, that we should stop moving forward and continuing to
broaden our horizons. Absolutely not.
I’m just saying that we should try to give ourselves praise where praise is due. If we
can look back and see that we have already climbed a few mountains of ambition
and influence, the even higher peaks we want to reach will seem that bit less scary
or insurmountable.
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The Influence Expert Diamond
- The ELITE level of The Influence Star

As mentioned, this level is for my Mastermind clients and beyond the scope of this
book. I just wanted to give it a brief mention though. I’ll only mention a few key points
for each.

If you are at the ELITE Level:

E- Expert
You are an expert at the highest level in your field. Note this doesn’t need to mean
that you know the most- but that you are the most effective at reaching out
to/educating others.
This includes being an expert at linking and working with people.

L- Leader
You are able to operate as a leader at the highest level.
You are able to be completely accountable for your actions.
You understand how to take others with you on your journey.

I- Influencer
Influence is natural to you, part of who you are and has become an unconscious
process (like, for example driving a car does over time)
You constantly reach out to and work with other influencers who are also at the top
of their game.
You are able to make interesting connections between different disciplines/sectors to
be able to work with influencers in totally different areas to your own expertise.
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T- Targets
Are ambitious, clear and get met.
You learn from your failures and embrace failure because you have learned over
time how much it teaches you.
You have systems in place to make sure you take all the other areas forward, give
them enough space in your diary and planning etc.

E- Energy
You have high energy in all that you do.
You understand how to live a life that maintains your energy levels as much as
possible. This includes having time for rest and reflection. You create energy,
ambition and happiness in others.
You bring energy into the world and direct it to make a major difference.

The Diamond Level is for those people who want to make a big contribution in life.
People at the top level.
People who have mastered the LEAPS Model and consistently apply it to their lives.
People who want to make even more of an impact and make an important
contribution to the world, whatever that might mean for them.
For people who have a high level of self-awareness and are really clear what they
want.

If you think you are one of these people, please get in touch with me- let’s
have a conversation.
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What next and how I can help
By reading this book, you have already shown that you are one of life’s exceptional
people. You know that you have something to offer and you want to do even better.
That is a major gift. Many people never take the time to be clear about their lives and
put effort into finding what they really want and stepping confidently towards it.

‘Leaders are active. They take initiative to influence the outcome’
Michael Hyatt

I want you to help lead The Influence Century. Whatever your gift, I don’t want it to
remain a secret, I want you to share it with the world. In doing so you will help other
people, make money and lead an amazing, fulfilling life full of discovery.
Without influence, your views don’t really matter. With it, you will be a person that
others are curious about and eager to talk to. Doors will open and who knows where
they might lead.
Reading this book is a good start to help grow your influence, but of course it isn’t
enough.
You need a time commitment to growing your influence otherwise the lessons
contained here will just remain words on a page.
You need help to implement the LEAPS Model and to do it in the right order for youhow you use the model depends on your own circumstance- where you are right now
and where you want to get to.
You need support putting these ideas into action and working with other people who
are trying to do the same thing.
This is where I come in and the Influencer Tribe comes in.
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The Influencer Tribe is a community of people who want to grow their influence to
increase their impact. People who want to take advantage of opportunities and are
keen to learn lessons from those striving to do the same thing.
They are experts in a wide variety of areas but united by the fact that they are trying
to grow their influence and want to help others to do so too.
You can find out more about them on The Influence Expert website, including
through interviews with members. I would love you to be part of the community, it
would be great to hear about your life, your work and your journey.

Sign up to my list on my website if you have received this e-book through another
method: you will get a continually-updated resource about influence, a community of
like-minded people and introductions to the work of others who are doing good work
in this space.

Also, check out my YouTube channel. There are currently 2 main series:

One Minute Influence- Where I explain an influence tip in a minute or less
Big Ideas- Where I take a big topic in the world of influence that requires a longer
explanation

Sign up to the channel if you find them useful as it will ensure you receive the latest
content.

I try to reach out in as many ways as possible to teach the world about influencewhether it is the ‘4 Influence Show’ on Periscope (4pm GMT every Wednesday) or
using Facebook Live. Of course I will investigate as many new methods as I can
over time.
Please get in touch if there are any influence topics you’d like me to cover and I’ll do
my best to do so across one or multiple channels.
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This e-book will only make a difference if you understand the concepts and apply the
principles. Through my website, courses, webinars, group coaching and 1-1 work I
will help you.
If you are currently not influential in the way you want, remember that a few short
years ago I was considering giving up myself. I didn’t feel at that point that the world
really wanted to hear what I had to say. I wondered if I was wrong to feel that I had
something amazing to share with other people. Through growing my influence I
managed to change that.
Of course, just like you, this isn’t the end of my journey, it is the beginning. I want to
keep learning, keep growing and keep trying to have an impact on the world.



A member of the Influencer Tribe, Felicity McLeister, said:
‘I found Alex’s tips on social media incredibly helpful and now I find myself as
the ‘go to person’ in my organisation when it comes to social media. I look
forward to receiving his weekly emails from ‘The Influence Expert’ and have
found them to have great content and be really useful’.

This is an active, not a passive process and it will be different for each person
reading this. You already have many of the answers in your head. My job is to help
you uncover them and formulate a strategy to succeed so please get in touch if I can
help.

A suggested tweet-

If you have enjoyed this book and think others might benefit from it too, there is one
thing that you could do to help me- please share this tweet:

I’ve been learning how to grow my influence to increase my impact. To get a
free copy of this ebook, go to http://theinfluenceexpert.com/
- click here to tweet it
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This book represents the first step of a wonderful journey that I’m keen to see you
take.
You need to find your own people and your own heroes who use influence well.
Some of those who influence me are listed under further resources at the end of this
book.
Remember, for more information and insights delivered to your inbox every week,
make sure that you are signed up to receive emails at www.theinfluenceexpert.com

Thank you for taking the time to read this book and I look forward to getting to know
you further- please say hello across social media!

Alex Swallow, The Influence Expert
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‘How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before
starting to improve the world’
Anne Frank
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Further Resources
In no particular order, these are some of the people who have influenced me who I
think you should check out. Some are friends, some I know personally, some I know
online and some I don’t know at all. Please check out their work and if you like what
they do, follow them online.

Specifically on the subject of influence:

Dale Carnegie- No honest discussion of learning about influence can really not
mention his world-famous book, ‘How To Win Friends And Influence People’.
Though now quite old- and dated in places, (it was first published in the 1930s) it has
insights that jump off the page.

Robert Cialdini- A massively important thinker and researcher. Alongside Dale
Carnegie, probably the person most people will have heard of that relates to this
field.

Daniel Priestley

Vanessa Van Edwards
Teresa de Grosbois
Joseph Grenny

Karen Keller

Colin Gautrey

The ‘Charisma On Command’ YouTube Channel
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Relating to all aspects of self-improvement, leadership, branding and being inspiring:

Michael Hyatt- Someone whose work educates me on so many levels. His excellent
book Platform played a big role in setting me on the right path towards setting up
The Influence Expert. My website(s) currently uses his Wordpress theme as he
understands brand-building and getting your message out to other people so well.

Brendan Burchard- Probably the expert whose work I currently recommend to the
most people. I have his books, I love his videos and I want to get to his level of
energy!

Marisa Murgatroyd- Marisa really shows you how to stand out. I think she’s one of
the clearest and best communicators out there and she makes many great resources
available for free.

John Loughton- A friend- and at the same time one of the people I look up to most.
It isn’t usual to have a mentor who is younger than you, but I see John as a mentor.
Does brilliant work with young people, is a fantastic speaker and storyteller- just
makes the world a brighter place.

Chris Ducker- A person who really seems to live his message. He has
revolutionized the way he runs his business and wants to show you how to do it too!

Dan Schawbel- I first knew of Dan as one of the top personal branding experts in
the world but he has now branched out into many areas of advice including about
your career and how to be a thought leader.
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Dorie Clark- my interview with her is here. Dorie comes very near to the top of
‘people I’d like to be more like’. A business leader, she manages to combine a
rigorous academic approach with a ferocious work ethic and, despite her high level
of influence is always easy to relate to, kind and collaborative.

Ashley Stahl- my interview with her is here. If you want to learn about how to find a
career that resonates with your authentic self, she is one of the key people I think
you should turn to.

Carlos Miranda- my interview with him is here. Someone I look up to a great deal
and learn from all the time. Carlos is an excellent example of someone who is able to
spot links between different sectors to create brilliant new things- exactly the skills
that I think are going to be so essential for the world, going forward.

Robert Ashton- my interview with him is here. A brilliant social entrepreneur who is
always happy to support and encourage others. A maverick who shows that you can
follow your own path while still collaborating to improve the world.

Danny Iny- A master of the new world of business and marketing online. Also comes
across as a humble and likeable man. He- and his team- put out loads of resources.

Jeff Goins- The best writer on writing out there. A great guide for anyone who wants
to devote their life to their craft. Also a really good example of someone whose
career and influence really took off when they focused on what they were most
passionate about.

Casey Neistat- If you want to see what it is like to devote yourself to your craft,
check out the effort Casey puts into shooting and editing a video (usually daily) while
running a thriving business at the same time.
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Lewis Howes- One of the best teachers of how to live a live full of passion. Will
introduce you to so many people who are doing just that. Oh- and an athlete and
international handball player. If there is anything this guy can’t do I haven’t seen it.

Henri Junttila- A self-improvement and self-discovery expert who teaches me as
much through what he does as what he says. Extremely encouraging for people who
are starting off on a new business (or life!) adventure.

Sean Ogle- A key figure for many people, (including me before I set off on my own
journey) who are looking to live a location independent lifestyle. A great example of
how to build your own business while doing things you love.

Natalie Sisson- Along with Sean- the other main person I turned to for
understanding how to lead a location-independent lifestyle and still being ambitious
for your business. It’s great to see all the things she gets up to over the whole world!

Jeff Walker- His book ‘Launch’ is a must read if you want to understand how to sell
products online. A great teacher- you can learn a lot by the way he presents thingsand another example of someone who has designed his life in the way he wants.

Chris Guillebeau- my interview with him is here. A phenomenal example of a
modern entrepreneur and an expert at bringing fascinating people together to create
new and brilliant things.

Noam Kostucki- my interview with him is here. I think the best way I can describe
Noam is a ‘Renaissance Man’. He’s a deep thinker who will expand your mind, an
entrepreneur and coach who will help you grow your business and it’s always
fascinating to come on a part of his journey with him.
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Marie Forleo- Not only does Marie have a thriving business and a huge online
audience but she does it in a style that is unmistakably hers. Her personality shines
through in everything she does. She shows how not only does your authentic self not
need to be suppressed when you are being an entrepreneur but that it actually
enhances everything you do.

Mark Wiens- If you are interested in food, travel and particularly both you should
check out Mark’s videos. Even if you aren’t, he is worth understanding as one of the
best case studies I know not only of someone who is living his passion but who didn’t
wait to ask ‘permission’- he and his wife just did it themselves.

Derek Halpern- Another key person if you want to learn about online marketing,
Derek will show you how seemingly small changes in your approach can make a
huge difference by understanding how other people think.

Laura Roeder- Not only a social media expert but the creator of Edgar, the best
social media management tool that I know.

Graham Allcott- my interview with him is here. Graham is my go-to expert on
productivity and someone I look up to a lot. Check out the link to his brilliant book in
the interview.

Ramit Sethi- Ramit made his name showing you how to control your finances but he
has pivoted into so many different areas. What I find most fascinating is the way he
teaches information- he is exceptionally bright and doesn’t believe in mincing words
or wasting time.
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Gary Vaynerchuk- A titan of social media marketing and understanding how to use
it to build relationships and get customers. He’s everywhere- check out his videos,
read his books and get his daily wisdom!

Beth Kanter- my interview with her is here. One of my heroes, the foremost social
media expert for nonprofits in the world and an inspiration to so many of us.

Ian Lawson- my interview with him is here. Another person I’d like to be more like. A
brilliant yet modest and very supportive man. Someone I’d never have met if I hadn’t
successfully starting growing my influence myself- and one of the reasons I’m glad I
did!

Julia Hobsbawm- I knew I was going to be fascinated by Julia’s work as soon as I
heard that she was becoming the first ‘Professor of Networking’- she was kind
enough to let me attend her inaugural lecture. Not only probably the best-connected
person I know but innovative and with an infectious interest in so many different
subjects.

Gideon Shalwick- I don’t know anyone better if you want to learn about video
marketing. Shows such a genuine passion for his subject and just seems thrilled to
be able to share it with other people.

The Wait But Why website- A website that really has to be seen to be believed. It
takes both some of the biggest issues facing humanity and other subjects that are
seemingly mundane but turn out to be fascinating- and explains them in a way that
no-one else manages. It doesn’t hurt that the site has amazing access to Elon Muskfor me perhaps the most important person for the future of humanity I can think of.
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The School Of Life- this post explains what it is and why I like it so much. One of the
Founders of the School is a hero of mine, Alain de Botton.

Plus, if you’d like to learn more about my wife Nisha Kotecha’s work, who as I
said is the biggest influence on me, you can find her and all the amazing
things she is in involved with, here. In particular, she is the Founder of Good
News Shared, which shares positive charitable stories with the world.
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You can find many more resources at
www.theinfluenceexpert.com
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